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ganization must not be operat-
ed like an exclusive social club
explained a Nashville city
councilman when he was guest
speaker at the newly organi-
zed Memphis chapter of the
Tennessee Federation- of Dem-
ocratic Leagues, Inc. (TFDL),
The meeting was held in the
assembly room at Universal
Life Insurance Building last
Wednesday evening.
UNCF Campaign
Goes Into High
Gear---$5,000
The current campaign for
the United Negro College
M'und in the Memphis area
IIIIIppeared ready to shift into
high gear during the past
weekend. The regular report
meeting last week brought in
more than $2,500, pushing the
total close to $5,000.
Frank J. Lewis, principal of
Grant Elementary school, is
chairman of the 1962 drive
which has a goal of $25,000.
Thirty-two colleges and uni-
versities benefit from UNdF,
including LeMoyne in Mem-
phis; Lane at Jackson, Tenn.;
Fisk at Nashville, Tenn.; Knox.
ville at Knoxville, Tenn.; Phi-
lander Smith in Little Rock,
Ark.; Tougaloo at Tougaloo,
Miss.; Dillard and Xavier • in
;few Orleans, and Talladega
end Tuskegee in Alabama.
. All of the member colleges
and universities receive from
UNCF each year more than
twice the amount raised in
their respethve areas. Nearly
$15,000 was raised here for
ape fund last year and Le-
oyne received a total of $38,-
000 from the UNCF national
office.
Making sizeable cash re-
ports last week were Mrs. Ann
L. Weathers, Dr. A. K. Smith,
J. W. Clark and Dr. Hollis F.
Price. The fund also received
a check for $100 from Dr. G. F.
Pinkston of Cordova.
Miss Jessie Mee Venson of
The Crump Hospital staff and
I. A. Bradfield of Bradfield's
barber Shop became volunteer
workers for the fund last
week. Other active workers
*re Mrs. Allure Stams Lee,
George Clark, Cornell Wells,
Johnnie Mae Rodgers, Mrs.
Ethel Venson, the Rev. John
Mickle, Miss Naomi Gordon,
S. L. Jones, T. R. McLemore,
B. T. Banks, John Taylor, Wil-
ipner Stocktbn, Dr. Peter Coop-
er, J. A. Beauchamp, Joseph
'Atkins, Miss Erma LAWS, How-
ard Sims Dr. W. W. Gibson,
Dthit Brandon, Elder Blair T.
rt t. A. C. Williams and Rob.M. Ratcliffe.
as some of the better political
jobs for Negroes throughout
Tennessee, particularly in
Shelby County.
Lillard told of the great in-
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Of Fire Victims Attracts Crowd
MEMBERS OF THE TENNESSEE FEDERATION OF DEM-
OCRATIC LEAGUES. INC. were photographed during a meet.
lug of the Memphis Chapter last Wednesday evening. They
are left-right, seated Dr. T. W. Northcross, Lawrence Wade,
Atty. Robert [Allard, a Nashville city councilman who was
the guest speaker; Atty. H. T. Lockard, local president,
Frank Kilpatrick. Standing. H. A. Gilliam, Atty. S. A. Vii-
bun, BeJamin F. Blakey and Thaddeus T. Stokes {staff
photo).
'Democratic Organization Can't
Be Run Like Exclusive Social
*Clubs,' Says Nashville Politician
A democratic political or- The guest speaker, Roberti Ward was introduced to
Lillard, a practicing lawyer the estimated 50-member midi-
and president of the state-wide ence by Thaddeus T. Stokes,
Democratic Leagues, went on; vice president of TFDL. J. Wil-
to say "every member in al lard Bowen of Nashville is
democratic organization must the executive secretary of the
be given a sense of belonging
or it will not go any place for
long."
He continued; "there cannot
be any successful closed politi-
cal club. Members must join
hands with men across the
way." He added: "each chap-ielected to the committee in-
ter of TFDL should be autone. eluded, Atty. if. T. Lockard
Benjamin F. Blakey, Lawrence
Wade, Frank Kilpatrick, Mrs.
Ethel Lenior. H. A. Gilliam,
mous because of local problems.
However, we welcome any
bona fide democratic club or
group ri) join our state-wide Rev. Gonya P. Hentrell, Bo
organization." ert Wright, Thaddeus T.
Lillard ' blasted what he Stokes, Atty. S. A. Wilburn,
termed "mug-warm" organiza- Dr. L A Watson, Nat. D Wil-
tions which "twist between hams, Taylor Hayes, William
Democrats and Republicans." "Bill" Nabors, Mrs. Alice San-
He said he favored a two-party dridge. Howard Jackson, Cecil
system: "I am not ashamed of Goodlowe.
being a Democrat — but there
are some Democrats of whom
I am ashamed. But we must
straighten these "wrong Demo-
crats," he challenged.
He said that TFDL is inter-
organization.
Also during the meeting A.
Maceo Walker, president of
Universal Life Insurance Com-
pany was. elected chairman of
the local chapter's executive
committee. Other members
Also named were chairmen
of the various committees.
Next meeting of the league
has been set for 7:30 p.m. Wed-
nesday, Dec. 12, at Universal
Life Insurance building.
Council Of Clubs
To Hold Election
Officers of the Bluff City
and Shelby County Council of
Civic Clubs are scheduled to
be elected during a meeting
Sunday, Dec. 9 at 4 p.m. at the
Sarah Brown Branch YWCA,
1044 Mississippi Blvd.
eleeloisie.aereapeeked
very- spirited." An dele-
gates are urged by the presi-
dent, Alexander Gladney, to
be on time.
Seeking the presidency of
the powerful Organization are:
Fred Davis, president of the
Orange Mound Civic club;
Howard Jackson, president of
the Klondyke Civic club; and
Frank Kilpatrick, president of
the 48th Ward Civic club and
vice chairman of the Council.
Other nominations include:
For first vice chairman:
James "Jimmy" T. Walker
and Samuel. Bradley.
Secretary: incumbent Mrs.
Ruby Speight.
Assistant secretary: Incum
bent Mrs. Arline Patton.
Treasurer: incumbent Mrs.
Lydia Robinson and John Bol-
ton.
Financial secretary: incum-
bent Mrs. Annie B. Coleman.
Parliamentarian: Alexander
Gladney.
Sergeant-at-arms, incumbent week, the United Negro Col-
Charles Walton. lege Fund reported today. This
Chaplain: incumbent Rev. T. sum brings the amount UNCF
B. Simon. has distributed among its Ten-
nessee members, during the
current calendar year, to ;189,-
628.
The four schools sharing in
UNCF allocations are: Fisk
university, in Nashville:
Knoxville college, -Knoxville;
Lane College, Jackson, and
LeMoyne college, Memphis.
The College Fund's overall
allocations, sebt this week
to its 32 member schools,
amount to a half-million dol-
lars. Previous grants, distrib-
uted in January, June and
October, bring total appropria-
tions during the calendar year
1962 to ;1,878,881.
3 Convicted Of
'Defamation'
BATON ROUGE, La. — The
"defamation" cases against
three CORE leaders in Baton
}kluge resulted in convictions
by Judge Fred LeBlanc fol-
lowing a brief trial. Sentence
will be imposed at a later
date. The maximum sentence
is one year .
Rev. B. Elton Cox, CORE
field secretary, was accused
of "defaming" a judge and
district attorney at an NAA-
CP mass meeting. Ronnie
Moore, former chairman of
Baton Rouge CORE and Pat-
ricia Ann Pete, the group's
present chairman were charg-
ed with "defaming" a grand
jury by offering to testify on
Cox's behalf.
Originally, the indictments
were dismissed when defense
attorneys demonstrated the
systematic exclusion of Ne-
groes from local juries. How-
ever, the defendants were
promptly rearrested on the
s-me charges. At the start of
the trial, Judge LeBlanc ruled
against motions to desegre-
gate the parish courtroom.
Murphy Bell of Baton Rouge
and Nils Douglas of New Or-
leans were attorneys for the
defendants. An appeal is plan-
ned.
High Court Says
'No To Sit-In
Convictions
COLUM141A, S. — The
South Carolina Supreme Court
on Nov. 28 unanimously re-
•rsed the conviction of 42
Morris College students who
participated in CORE-sponsor-
ed sit-ins at Sumter lunch
counters. The sit-ins occurred
in October, 1960 and February,
1961. Sumter's City Recorder
Raymond Schwartz, Jr., a local
White Citizens Council lead-
er, had imposed 30-day jail
sentences and $100 fines.
In reversing his decision,
the state Supreme Court as-
serted it could find no evi-
dence to sustain the convic-
tions.
ested in obtaining a lot of
"bread and butter" jobs as well High School Jazz Makers Show
Expects To Be ` Swingingest'
The biggest jazz session of ling entertainment will answer
terest manifested during a the year is in the making and to the name of "Young Jazz."
meeting of the Southern Dem- will be turned on full blast in featuring the top musiciens in
ocratic Conference, held in Bir- Bruce Hall at LeMoyne Col- Memphis and Shelby County
mingham, Ala., several months lege Saturday, Dec. 15, at 8 high school bands.
ago to discuss registration and p.m. All proceeds will go to Two full-sized orchestras
voting in surrounding states, the current United Negro Col- will be on the bandstand along
He revealed that plans are be- with soloists, sextets, octets
and combos.ing discussed to hold a $100-a-
plate dinner in Atlanta, Ga.,
next Spring
lege Fund campaign.
The brainchild of WDIA's
personality. A. C. (Moohah)
Williams, the evening of spark-
North Carolina High Court
Reverses 'Picketing Laws'
EDENTON, N. C. —Superior
Court Judge William Bundy
has ruled that this city's or-
dinance against picketing is
in violation of the First
Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution. This guarantees free-
dom of religion, speech, press,
association and petition.
The Judge's decision follow-
ed resistance to the law
through nonviolent direct ac-
tion by the Edenton Move-
ment, made up of groups
working for integration here.
It also followed protests from
concerned persons and groups
all over the nation.
The ordinance was killed
after a hearing on briefs filed
by G. A. Tillett, local attorney, required a $10-a-day fee -for a
and William Kunstler. New permit to picket. Members of
York, counsel for the Ghandi the Edenton Movement had
Society for Human Rights, vowed to contihue picketing
heeded by Dr. Martin Luther and going to jail until the
King, Jr, law was repealed. They also
The hillsring had to do with ,asked for protests frsp friends
the arrest of eight protesters I elsewhere,
against the ordinance, includ-
ing the Rev. Frederick H. La
Garde, regional representative
Of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SC-
LC), Atlanta.
Those questioned by Kun-
stler and Tillett during the
hearing included Mayor John
A. Mitchener; all six members
of the Town Council; Town
Clerk William B. Gardener;
Town Attorney William S. Bri-
vott, and Harry B. Guinn, pro-
prietor of a supermarket.
Mayor Mitchener owns a
drugstore that La Garde and
the others picketed in defi-
ance of the ordinance, which
The two jazz orchestras will
be the Douglass High School
Swingsters, directed by Nel-
son Jackson, and the Manas-
sas High School Rhythm
Bombers, under the baton of
Emerson Able.
Booker T. Washington High
will provide the Washington-
ian Jazz Combo, directed by
Walter Martin, plus the "Con-
tinentals," a vocal group.
Hamilton High will be rep-
resented by the Hamilton
Wildcat Sextet, directed by
Thomas Doggett, along with
the "Valvadors," another vocal
aggregation.
On the stage from Carver
High will be the Carver Co-
bra Octet, directed by Herman
Rankin, and also Doris (Miss
Soul) Porter.
Mitchell Road High School
will present the Mitchell Jazz
Combo, under the direction of
R. W. McGhee.
Special guest performers of
the evening will be "Honey-
moon" Garner (at the piano)
and the "Jazz Board." The
"Jazz Board" is composed of
band directors of city and
county school bands. In addi-
tion to directing their own fine
talent, they will perform.* a
razz group.
$56,545 Mailed To
4 Tenn. Colleges
NEW YORK — Three Ten-
nessee colleges and one uni-
versity will receive a total
of $56,545 in the mail this
!ak
REV. C. T. VIVIAN
To Address'
NAACPMass
Meeting
sponsors a Freedom Mass meet-
ing Sun. Dec. 9 at 4:30 p.m. at
Metropolitan BliptIst church,
767 Walker Ave.
The guest speaker, Rev. C.
Tindall Vivian, pastor of Cos-
mopolitan Community church
in Chattanooga, is noted for his
participation in Civil Rights
s. Before moving
Chattanooga he was first vice
president of the Nashvil
Christian Leadership Council.
While living in Peoria, Ill., he
was vice president of a local
NAACP chapter.
Rev. Vivian was a passen-
ger on the first Freedom Bus
to enter Jackson, Miss. He and
four other ministers were the
first group of clergymen ever
to be arrested in the Northern
Hemisphere for challenging
the evil system of segregation.
The mass meeting Sunday
will climax the NAACP's fall
membership campaign. Exten-
sive efforts are being made to
bring the 1962 membership up
to 7,500 before Dec. 9. All
workers are asked to make a
complete report on or before
this date.
Persons who have not taken
a 1962 membership are urged
to remit their membership fee
to the NAACP office or to one
of the campaign workers. "A
strong NAACP is needed for
the program of the association
to be effective," said Mrs.
Maxine Smith, exective direc-
tor.
The public is urged to attend
the mass meeting.
Owen Alumni To Meet
The Owen College Alumni
Association will hold its reg-
ular monthly meeting in the
college Administration build-
ing on Dec. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 25. A report on the
Baby Contest will be given
at that time.
Former basketball players
ar. asked to meet a half hour
earlier with Gene Curnby and
L. V. Tate.
2 Blue And 1 White Caskets
Held Bodies Of Children
Burned To Death In Fire
The Provident Baptist' At the conclusion of the
church on Airways, across the service, the throng filed past
road from Municipal Airport, the tiny coffins.
was packed with more than
500 persons last Sunday during
the funeral of three small chil-
dren who were burned to
death one week earlier when
a fire of undetermined origin
swept through the apartment
house in which they were liv-
ing.
A single hearse from the
Victory Funeral home brought
the bodies of Ho,sie A. Mc-
Clellan, Jr., four; Jerry Louis the fire victims, including
McClellan, two; to the small
church on the edge of a cotton
patch for the final rites.
The youngsters, represent-
ing half of the McClellan fam-
ily, were buried in two blue
and one white caskets. During
the service, the parents, Mr.
and • Mrs. Bogie McClellan,
stared with dry eyes at the
A Chattanooga minister is caskets that contained the
expected to deliver the key- bodies of three of their four
note address when the Mem- children while the surviving
phis chapter of the NAACP child,- Dorothy Jean, five, held
tightly to her father.
While the funeral was being
conducted here in Memphis
for the McClellan children, a
similar service was being held
in the Hopewell Baptist
Burial was in the Holly-
wood cemetery.
Immediately after the blaze
swept through the building at
1975 Perry rd., on Sunday,-
Nov. 25, Radio Station WLOK
started a drive to raise mon-
ey for the victims.
Station Manager Jack Maur-
er told the Tri-State Defend.
er on Monday that more than
$600 had been contributed to
McClellan, three; and Ida Mae more than $200 raised by
show people at a benefit per-
formance at Club Mona Lisa
on last Sunday night.
More than 9,000 pieces of
clothing and furniture were
contributed at the Radio Sta-
tion and after the people se•
lected what they wanted, the
rest was turned over to the
American Red Cross
The Red Cross came to the
aid of the victims immediate-
ly after the disaster, because
most of the survivors fled
from their apartments in bed
clothing while their other gar-
ments burned.
church near Coldwater, Miss., Claims Negroes
for the fourth victim, Maxine
Young, who was burned mit-
a), in. he 13)1a4e and died Drove Him To•
ter in John Gastoh hospital.
She was the daughter of •
Mrs. Minerva Young. Inter- n'lean
ment was in the church ceme-
tery.
Delivering the eulogy at
Provident was the pastor, Rev.
R. W. Cooper. Musiq. was fur-
nished by the children's choir,
singing, "Has Anybody Here
Loved My Jesus?" and the
adult choir. Soloist with the
adult choir was Wallace Har-
ris.
During the funeral a collec-
tion was taken up for the fam-
ily, since they lost all clothes
and furniture when the house
caught fire. It amounted to
almost ;80.
IBERVILLE, La. — Milton
Dardenne, the registrar named
in 17 recent voter-bias com-
plaints filed with the U. S. De-
partment of Justice, has re-
signed because of "fl-health."
In reporting. his resignation
a New Orleans TV reporter
stated that friends of Dardenne
had attributed his "ill-health"
to the Negro registration drive
In this area which is headed by
Ronnie Moore. CORE field sec-
retary. The complaints to the
Department of Justice were
an outcome of this campaign.
Memphis Principal Goes
On Trial December 12
A 38-year-old Memphis
man, who resigned from the
principalship of the William
R. Golden High school at Tur-
rell, Ark., after he was ar-
rested on a charge of "con-
tributing to the delinquency
of a minor," will be tried in
Municipal Court in West Mem-
phis, Ark., on Wednesday,
Dec. 12.
The former principal is
James Franklin Dawson of
1525 Gold, who had been at
Golden High school since
1958.
According to a complaint
filed with Prosecutor Julian
Fogleman by the-Ft-year-old
girl's father early in Novem-
ber, the student was criminal-
BANK'S BIRTHDAY ( utting the cap
on the 15th Anniversary of the Tri•State Bank
of Memphis is little Harriette -Candy" Walker,
shown here last Thursday receiving an assist
from her mother, siker. !Amides
on proudly is Candy's in, A. Macro Walk-
the president of the bank founded by his
father, the late Dr. Joseph E. Walk* in INC
ly assaulted when she went
to Dawson's office on Nov. 6.
Asked why such a long time
elapsed between the time the
complaint was filed and the
arrest, Fogleman said, "We
were waiting until we could
give both of them lie detector
tests" •
CLAIMS INNOCENCE
The .Crittendon County
prosecutor said Dawson in-
sisted that he was not guilty
of the charge, but that he
was arrested on the basis of
the finding of the lie detector
tests.
"After talking to the girl,"
the prosecutor stated, "we de-
cided to reduce the charge of
'criminal assault' to 'contrib-
uting to the delinquency of
a minor'."
Fogleman said there was
no doubt in his mind about
what occurred in the office,
but that he had no proof that
the girl had cried out during
-the alleged incident.
Called at his home,- Dawson
said, "I would rather not
make any statement about the
matter."
DID GOOD JOB
His former Superintendent,
Austin Hanner, also refused
to comment on the charge
against the Memphis man, but
added, "He did a fine job the
four years that he served as
principal of the school."
"All I am interested in do-
ing right now," he said, "is
to try to help him find a job
somewhere else. Dawson's
wife is still a teacher at our
school, and so far as I am
concerned, they are excellent
people."
Dawson has been succeeded
as principal of the school by
Samuel Johnson, who had
been a teacher at the acbooL
The former principal is be-
ing represented in jj.hei ewe
by a West Memphislline
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ROOM TIPP9 SAYS:
Dont Be Wiped Out...
Safety Check Your Wipers..
,,,,, 1.• Nigh.,
Te1101 To Sing Al Owen On Friday
: Rev. Marcus W. Williams,
irtslanding tenor, will be pre-
*sented in a concert, of sacred
music on Friday, Dec. 7, during
-the 10 a.m, assembly at Owen
college, and the public is in-
vited. It will be held in the
'kit° DAISY
IN THEIR HANDS
THEY HOLD
LIFE AND DEATH
I.t..
•
•
..
ggs
college auditorium.
A graduate of Morehouse
college and its School of Re-
ligion, Rev. Williams is pres-
ently studying at Atlanta uni-
versity. He is director of the
Atlanta Baptist Education
Starts Saturday
December 8th
inside them
raged desires
and tears
screaming
to explode!
PLUS
FREDRIC MARCH
BEN GAllARA
DICK CLARK
INA BAL1N
EDDIE ALBERT
THE
YOUNG
DOCTORS
With coupon and
S5.00 additional
purchase,exclud-
ing tobacco
Pawed en SITEOLIKOS
MANAGERS AT MEET - Staff managers
from 13 of Universal Life Insurance com-
pany's 13 district were present at a 3-day
Agency Management Development Program at
the home office in Memphis recently and seen
DE FENDER
addressing the group is II. A. Caldwell. direc-
tor of training. Classes were also conducted
by Associate Agency Director G. T. Howell.
Iffooks Bros. Photo)
Baptist Congress Observes Its
25th Year Of Leadership Training
The Memphis Sunday School,•Miss Beatrice Partee, board
Baptist Training Union Con- secretary; Mrs, M. E. Fisher,
gress with Charles Ryans,Onstructor; Mrs. C. M. Davis,
president, observed the 25th of blackboard demonstrator, and
Leadership Training Sunda y,' Mrs. Georgia Atkins.
Nov. 18, in a special service Other persons present who
held at the Progressive Baptist' were in the first meeting of the
church, with Rev. 0. C. Collins Congress were Mrs. Edith Cot-
as host pastor. 'ton, widow of the late Mr. A. L.
The special sermon for theCotton, first president of the
occasion was delivered by Rev., Congress, who served some 20
L. S. Biles, pastor, Bloomfield years; Mrs. Jennie Young and
Baptist church.
The Congress presented silver
pins to the officers. instructor
and committeemen who had
served from its beginning 26
years ago.
Those receiving "25 Year
Service Pins" were J. U.
Rhodes, treasurer; Leroy Wil-
liams, auditor; Robert Brown,l
instructor; Jesse Bishop, in-
structor, Prof. E. L. Washburn,
Dean A. McEwen Williarnsj
Mrs. Mary Woods, secretary;I
!
Kroger Has
Lower Prices
Plus Top Value Stamps
Grade "A" Medium
DOZ1 C Doz.
COUNTRY CLUB, Beef, Chicken, Turkey, 8oz.
!!itocRat Pies With CCU -pen and$5.00 ad-ditionalpurchase•xcludingtobacco FOR
Mayonnaise F1 01.4
COUNTRY CLUB
Beet Stew 24, aonz.
U.S. Gov't. Inspected
TENDERAY BEEF
CHUCK ROAST
45Clb.
KROGER
PEACHES YellowSlices or
Yellow CORN
BANANAS
VA I.J,0 51-P
COUPON
KROGER EGGS
Grade “A“
M•d.
DOT. 19t
G,od• "A''
Lorge,
Do 1. 25(
Kwick-Krisp
Grade "A" Large
5
SLICED BACON
490Lb.
Cling
Halves
Avondale
Cream Style
Golden Ripe
VA LL/ ADLE
COUPON
GOOd FOR 50 FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
with +le coupon end porch...ill
3.16.. 0, mem
4 29-0z. $1
Can
11-01. 10C
Can
VA LUAS LE
COUPON
Country Club
MEAT PIES
OEM CHICKEN A t„, 49c
TURKEY, 3 Or. T
1
nroktier
Southern Belles
Give Annual Ball
The Southern Belles Bridge
'club seasoned the Thanksgiv-
ing weekend with its gala
formal at Curries Club Tro-
picana. As the evening mov-
ed along, the atmosphere be-
came pure gaify enhanced by
mutual friends, who witnesses
many versions of the twist.
Members seen. .proudly reap-
ing the enjoyment from their
efforts were: Mrs. Elizabeth
"E" Lewis; Mrs. Thelma
Evans; Mrs. Charlene Mc-
Graw; Mrs. 011ie Mitchell;
Mrs. Mary Lewis Rogers; Mrs.
Mattie Oats; Mrs. Mildred
Joseph; Mrs. Eleanor Ourrie;
Mrs. St. Elmo Hampton; Mrs.
Louise Walker and Club Pres-
ident Thelma Bush Moore of
Covington; who saw that the
guests were formally welcom-
ed.
Mrs. Fannie Palmer, sisters o
Mrs. Cotton; Mrs. Valerya Jef
frey, sister of the late Mrs
Elizabeth Wallace; Mr. 0. J
Armstrong, vice president; Rev
Charles Jones, Mrs. A. M
Olds - James, and Mr. B. L.
Holmes.
The service was commence-
ment also for the Congress
classes following the institute
which enrolled nearly 800 per-
sons in classes conducted at
St. John Baptist church and
Owen college, Nov. 5-9, when
credit cards were earned by 760
persons at the institute.
Dean A. MeEwen Williams
presented Certificates of Prog-
ress to 21 persons at the Sun-
day meeting.
Reelect Officers
The Hyde Park club reelect-
ed all officers for the next
term during a recent meeting
at the home of Mrs. Florence
Boyd of Curry ave. Election
officer was Rev. 11. L. Starks,
pastor of St. James AME
church.
Among members present
were Mrs. Camelia Brooks,
president; Mrs. Marie Virse,
Mrs. Lillie B. Reid, Johnnie
Reid, Airs. P. F. Alexander,
Spencer Brooks, Isaac Wil-
liams, Willie J. Smith, Mrs.
Beulah Yelder and Mrs. Co-
line Currie.
'the world agrees on'Gilbey's,pleaser
Silbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits.W.& A.
Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
Up For Christmask,'
(9
DRAPERY VALANCE * *
Make Attractive Windows
SPECIAL THIS WEEK. ONLY
Assorted colors, plains and prints
Suitable for any room. Fit Windows 4 94
to 4" wide. Install on regular cur-
tain rod.
Sd
FOLDING
DOOR
Spare Sasers. Waahable
Vinyl en steel. Ile open-
ings 32^ by 300. ,
Grey and $95
Lt. Beige U
Ready To Hang
Draperies
11f4CH/NE WASHABLE.
TRAVERSE ON WIN-
DOWS TO 40" WIDE.
orAurry.A. PATTERNS
144', LONG.
EXTRA S615
SPECIAL ,
CUSTOM 'I' ‘11.0RED
SLIP COVERS AND
- 
DRAPERIES
WILLIAMS
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1962
StorkStops
AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL:
Nov. HI. -
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hubbard,
1248 Hollywood; girl, Glinda
Fay.
Nov. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Dixon,
2117 Eldridge; girl, Cecelia
Ann.
Nov. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Alain Harris,
1493 S. Barksdale; girl, Rita
Carol.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. John-
son, 2415 Drake cove; girl,
Cheryl Cerise.
Nov. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Wright,
291 Tillman; boy, Marvin Louis.
Nov. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Carter,
2311 Pratt; girl, Anedris Petris.
Mr. and Mrs. Kennel Vinson,
1858 Carver, Apt. 7; girl, Deeta
Rose.
Nov. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Darden,
1548 Arkansas; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Holmes,
2376 Perry rd.; girl, Rose Vinise.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Owens,
1438 Harlen; boy, Frederi&
Russell.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Shields,
950 Woodlawn; girl, Michelle
Denise.
Nov. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Smith,
2243 Clayton; girl, ' Chrystal
Amelia.
Nov. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Daven-
port, 3069 Travis rd.; boy, An-
thony Earl.
Nov. 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Cole-
man, 3460 Hornlake rd.; boy,
Michael Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Whit-
lock. 291 Elder rd.; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Netter,,
2146 Goff; boy, Dominion Isaac.
AT JOHN GASTON
HOSPITAL:
Nov. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Mc-
Comb, 110 Keel; boy, Frank
James.
Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Woods, 1114 Ryder; boy, Arthur
Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Lew-
is, 874 Lavon; girl, Bertha Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Wilhite,
2017 E. Person; boy, Michael
Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Guy'.
4367 Sewanee; girl, Brenda
Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon L. Clark,
498 Lyceum; boy, Joseph Mar-
tin.
Nov. 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodie L. Jones,
962 N. Manassas; girl, Melvine.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonzo Jef-
freys, 1055 Tupelo; girl, Felecia
Ann.
Mr. end Mrs. John A. Ross,
2146 Lowell; boy, Danny Carl.
Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey Daug-
herty, 860 Jennette; girl, Mon-
ica Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Purvis L. Sten-
nis, 1204 Woodlawn; girl, Jen-
nifer Latonya.
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Gard-
ner, 1661 Monsarrat; girl,
Yvonne.
Mr. and Mrs. Rayford Isom,
1687 MenagFr; boy, Rayford Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer C. Rice,
2491 Heard; girl, Diane.
Nov. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Addison,
415 E. MeLemore; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Den-
nis, 910 E. McLemore; girl, Jen-
nifer Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie L.
Smith, 3015 Mt. Olive; girl,
Sarah Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Aster Pittman,
668 Whittington; boy, Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry R. Price,
1420 Raymond; boy, Tony Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Thea A. Rankin,
1919 S. Barksdale; girl, Cas-
sandra Anne.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sessom,
1533 May; boy, Earl Robert.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Higgs,
236 Orpah; boy, Richard Lovell.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira L. Jones,
447 Lipford; girl, Doris Ange-
lus.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Smith,
1630 Davis; girl, Gail.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther W. Dun-
can, 591 Brown Mall; girl,;
Pamela Grace.
Mr. and Mrs. Irjary Cole, 256
Pauline cl., west; boy, Jeffery.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Brewster,
1292 Breedlove; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. White,
7632 Southern; boy, Terry C.
Nov. 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Dab-
ney, 1486 Wabash; boy, Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Brock, 814
Mississippi: boy, Ricky.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Wright,
679 King; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie M.
Hines, 1383 N. Willett; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bibbs,
1597 Barton; girl, Cheryl Fae
Casella.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Degraf-
fenreid, 951 Neptune; girl,
Cheryl Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie L. Hos-
kins; 1106 Tully; boy, Bennie4
Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perry,,
900 E. Trigg; boy, Gregory'At Lane College
Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix L. Liv-
ingston, 1512 Sparks; girl,
Sherri Glenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Shields, 3029 Calvert; girl, June
Marie.
8111•1111181•111111111•111•111• 1111111• OMR • • Me lo • It In
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Sat. or SIM $1.25
Set. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P
Suit. Open AM. to 2 P.M.
• I - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
• • 1College chapel. Title of his
CAR WASH $
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Boyd.
1618 Patton; girl, Billie Jo.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam H. Hunt
er, 329 Ayers; girl,, Share
Daphne.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned A. Booker,
1249 Louisville; boy, Ronald
Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Law-
rence, 372 E. McLemore; girl,
Leora.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hall,
311 Modder; girl, Pamela Bea-
trice.
Mr. and Mrs. Leandra Cun-
ningham, 1393 Silver; boy,
Steven Othello.
Nov. 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnett John-
son, 417 Simpson; boy, Thad-
deus Fitzgerald.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Jonek_
379 Gaston; boy, Taylor Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Sal-
lie, 1358 Rayburn; girl, Vivian
Regina.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Tay-
lor, 781 Tate; boy, Timothy.
Mr. and Mrs. Dixie Gregory,
_1343 Ethlyn; girl, Demetria.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentiss
Shields, 2527 Calvert; girl, Di-
ane.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Da-
vis, 264 W. Frank; girl, Telecia.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Brown,
1644 Sunset; twin boys.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie King,
1054 Patton; boy, Tracy Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Long-
mire, 1254 Brown; girl, Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Boot
336 Baltic; boy, Ronald Monte .
Nov. 30.
W. BM% DI:\
owden To Speak
John Willard Bowden, pres-
ident of the Davidson County
Democratic League, is sched-
uled to speak at the 27th An-
nual Founders' Day celebration
of Beta Upsilon Lambda and
Beta Pi Chapters of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Sunday,
Dec. 9, at 5 p. m., in the Lane
• speech is "He Who Conquers
II Himself Conquers His Ob-
.,. stacles."
• 8 A.M.-6 P.M. Bowden, born in McKenzie,
Monday • Tenn., in 1912. attended Lane•
• college and Fisk university. He•
• thru • was a public school teacher in
• 
 Friday Dicksoncounty while serving
as an insurance salesman.
Among the many Negro firsts
• 3100 Summer at Baltic •his achievements are inspector
of the Tennessee departme
of Finance and Taxation, dele-
gate to the State Republican
convention, and member of the
Nashville Beer Board. Later
he changed to the Democratic
party.
°I SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
Wherever the choice is
equal ... homemakers
choose FOREST HILL
milk by an over-
whelming majority!
A 'Night Of Fun
The Dunbar School PTA has
made plans to present a "Night
Of Fun" Friday, Dec. 7, at 8
p. m., in the school's cafeteria,
2606 Select ave. Featured at
the dinner will be chitterling
and spaghetti, announces the
president, Mrs. Viola Hill. Mrs.
Mildred Carver is principal.
;;;\711rOrs
144
pIi
:am<
FRANK'S
riArt
SEE FRANK FOR
GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
327 South Main Street at Vance
INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
Al • - iir..40iii---itZtidler,,40.fat"*Ata ris,;. Ad
PLENTY: OF FREE PARKING
GIFT SIZES CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
*.pecifft int 11011i1111 111 1411114',.
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
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GROUND BEEF
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THE BIG RUMOR IS that to address the local chapter of
the heroine of Little Rock, who the Tennessee Federation of
is also an author of a recentlylDemocratic League, Inc., of
published book, Daisy Bates,' which he is president.
is separated from her spouse, 'THIS IS NOT A National
L C. Bates. She did not re- Baptist Convention. This is a
ceive as much publicity as did Holy Convocation of the Church
his wife during the dark days Of God In Christ," uttered the
of Little Rock, but suffered the head of the public relations
, strain equally as much, department of the church.
A HIGH SCHOOL teacher Bishop Lewis Ford said, "This
became so angry about another is our first experience in elect-
teacher, who lives next door, ing a senior bishop of our
running into her hedges with church and it will not be turned
her automobiW until she called into a circus."
the police to have her arrested. EXALTED RULER OF Beale
ATTY. ROBERT LILLARD, Street Elks Isaac Young is say-
recently re-elected a city coun- ing it is a hard decision for him
cilman in Nashville, told a to make — that is — whether
Memphis audience last Wednes- or not to campaign vigorously
day that he was so busy trying for re-election. When Young
to help elect Frank Clement was elected to his first term
governor that he almost lost last year he became the young-
his own political campaign. All est Exalted Ruler of any known
most, yet he won. He was here Elks Lodge.
Left Sidc
NATIONAL HONORS — These three LeMoyne College stu-
dents have been tapped for national recognition by Alpha
Kappa Mu National Honor Society. Left to right: Earline
L. Huston, junior, of 935 Leath; Marian N. Chapman, junior,
of 631 St. Paul, and Everett D. McKissic, junior, of 1433
Humber. Miss Houston passed entrance requirements at
LeMoyne and enrolled there after completing the 11th grade
at Manassas High School. Mrs. Chapman completed the
first semester of her sophomore year with all A's.
MISS UNIVERSAL of 1962-63 was crowned recently at the
Universal Life Insurance company home office building and
receiving the crown is Mrs. Marie Hardy Denson of Forth
Worth, Tex., the fifth woman to wear the crown in the
annual contest sponsored by the company during Founder's
Month. Placing crown on her is Mrs. Venice Starks, retiring
queen. Mrs. Denson has been a cashier in the Fort Worth
district since 1954 (Hooks Bros. Photo)
• Red Cross To Start
•
First Aid Classes
The Memphis-Shelby Coun-
ty chapter of the American Red
Cross will offer a course in
standard first aid beginning
Monday Dec. 3, and continuing
on Wednesday and Friday of
that week and Monday and
Wednesday of the following
week. Classes will be held be-
tween 1 and 3 p.m. in Room
No. 200 of the Red Cross Chap-
ter House, 1400 Central Ave.
All Red Cross classes are free
and open 'to the public. Call
BR 2-9631 to register.
CAPE TOWN, South Africa -
(UPI) — Dr. Goolan Gool, 56,
a politically-minded physician
who initiated several liberal
movements in opposition of
South Africa's government,
died.
•
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL US IIIRFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Post ExtermisatIng Os.
o. Z. Ever...FA 74033
W. P. SHELTON
MOVING CO.
"LOWEST RATES
IN TOWN"
Leval I Long Distance
I BR 4-0942 I
911 Rayner St.
ACCEPTING $1,000 check from Charles H.
Ryans, fourth from left, is Dr. Charles L.
Dinkins, president of Owen college. Looking
on, from left, are Rev. A. McEwen
dean of Baptist Congress; Mrs. Minnie Dill,
financial secretary; 0. J. Armstrong, vice
president: Rev. W. ('. Holmes, chairman of
church advertising and Miss Beatrice l'artee,
co-chairman of Souvenir Booklet.
Baptists Give $1,000
To Owen During Meet
A check' for $1,000, given
for Owen college by the Mem-
phis Sunday School and Bap-
tist Training pnion Congress,
was oresented last week to
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, pres-
Oent of the college.
The money, representing the
net proceeds from a special
25th Anhual Congress Institute
Anniversary Souvenir Booklet,
was presented by Charles H.
Evans, Congress President.
Persons attending the Insti-
tute previously gave $726.02 in
a special offering on Owen
College Night.
The Memphis Sunday School
and Baptist Training Union
Congress was organized in
1936, as an auxiliary of the
Baptist Pastors Alliance. There
are presently 72 churches
which cooperate in the work
of the Congress. Meetings are
held on the third Sunday
afternoon in each month.
The Congress is' a substan-
tial supporter of Owen col-
lege, making a contribution of
$100 monthly, and conducting
a special education drive
among Sunday Schools in Sep-
tember of each year. It is most
effective in promoting the col-
lege in the churches of Mem-
phis.
Eighty churches .were rep-
resented in this year's Insti-
tute, held nightly for a week,
at Owen college and Saint
John Baptist church. Special
assembly programs presented
various inspirational speakers,
and Owen College Night pre-
sented the College choir and
President.
The steering committee for
the Souvenir Booklet was
composed of twenty-five per-
sons. Charles Terrell was
Chairman, Miss Beatrice Par-
tee. Co-Chairman. Rev. W. C.
Holmes and Mrs. A. M. James
headed committees on church
ads, and Dr. R. Q. Venson
and James H. BiShop headed
committees on business ads.
Rev. A. McEwen Williams was
editor.
In addition to President
Ryans, other Congress officers
include 0. J. Armstrong, Dave
Collins and B. T. Lewis, Vice-
Presidents; Mrs. Mary Woods,
Secretary; Mr. J. U. Rhodes,
Treasurer; Mrs. Minnie Hill,
Financial Secretary; Reverend
A. McEwen Williams, Dean;
Dr. H. Clarke Nabrit and Miss
Sanders, Assistant Deans.
Wallace Johnston Appliances, in.
Moves To A New Location On Park
Wallace Johnston Appliances,
Inc.,. presently located at the
corner of Union and Manassas
is the victim of progress. The
company will be forced to
move. The Medical Certer Ur-
ban Renewal is buying the
property from Wallace Johns-
ton for the widening-of Manas-
sas and the erection of a dor-
mitory for the University of
Tennessee.
The appliances company has
been located at 760 Union since
December. 1935. Five years
prior it was located farther out
on Union. The 31-year-old
business was founded Feb. 10,
1932.
The company is having
sale to save the expense of
LITTLE HOT HOUSE CAFE  
155 Beale Si!eet
Chill. Beef Stew -Salads
The Best In Town
Sandwiches Of All Kinds
Beer — Cold Drinks
A Quick Phon• Coll -Your Order Will
Be Ready In 15 Minutes
526-9954
2039 SCOTT'S
KANSAS FAIRWAY
CASH PRICES GOOD
Yes We Have Ducks,
Turkey, Geese and Hens
Call
FAST FREE
DELIVERY
SERVICE
WH 8-2309
Pork Liver - Lb   194
Pork Steak - Lb   454
Steak Round.Loin Lb   694
(yap. Wilk-3 Tall Cans   394
Sliced Bacon-Ira Pak - lb  394
$1.00Grade A Eggs 3 Dot 
HEATER REPAIRED
WE REPAIR!
ALL TYPES OF HEATERS.
WE SPECIALIZE IN
CONTROL
AUTOMATIC
DAY AND NITE
SERVICE
WH 8-6419
moving the large inventory of
appliances, televisions, stereo
and appliance parts.
Park and 4614 Quince. The
parts and service dersartments
arid general office will be lo-
cated across the street at 166
Who Will Be
Named Queen?
AME Ministers Obtain
Pastoral Assignments
-
The Bishop of the .13th Af-
rican Methodist Episcopal
Church's district, Rev. Ernest
1.awrince Hickman of De-
troit told an estimated 5,000
attending the 88th annual ses-
sion at Clayborn Temple AME
Church last Sunday afternoon
that, "White ministers will
have to develop enough faith
in God to preach the truth
from the pulpit before our ra-
cial problems are solved."
1 Bishop Hickman went on toberate "white Baptist minis-ters of Mississippi for com-
mending Gov. Ross Barnett on
his racial segregation stand."
The conference also sent a
congratulatory telegram to a
white Episcopal, minister in
Oxford for speaking out
against the "racial upheaval"
fermented by Gov. Barnett.
I Bishop Hickman annOuncedthe following pastoral assign-ments. Also announced were
Ithe new officers for the WestTennessee Annual Conference
Laymen's Organization Da-
1962-63.
Pastorial assignments:
C a in pU s political activity
reached a high pitch this week
as the three finalists in the an-
nual "Miss LeMoyne" contest
began campaigning for the cov-
eted title.
The winner will be deter-
mined by student wide vote on
Dec. 14 and then announced
and crowned the same night at
the coronation ball in Bruce
Hall.
Finalists selected by three
judges Thursday night at a
colorful banquet are Misses
Ava Quintelia Addison of 421
Lauderdale and Ruth H. Jones
of 376 Edith. both seniors, and
Alice Johnson, a junior of 192
Honduras Drive.
There were six contestants
and each stood a chance of
scoring as high as 1,200 points.
Miss Addison topped the list
with 1.148. Miss Johnson scored
1.085. and Miss Jones. 1,003.
Eliminated were Misses Al-
freda Wooten, sophomore, Mary
Ann Thompson, junior. and
Laura Lawrence, sophomore.
Judges were Mrs. Callie
Stevens. principal of Florida
school; Mrs. V. R. Toney, teach-
er at Shelby County Training
school, and 0. B. Johnson. in-
structor at Porter Junior High
school.
The outgoing "Miss Le-
Moyne" is Mist Elsie A. Lewis,
a Junior.
Miss Mamie Ellbon of 504
Edith is chairman of the con-
test. Presiding at "Miss Le-
Moyne" banquet was Miss Eliz-
abeth Ann Lacey, a senior.
After the stock is liquidated ered the dean in the appliancebfuture sales will be at 2268 usiness in Memohis after 31
years on Union. It is also cal-
led the information center of
all inquiries from the nubile
on sources of parts for old ap-
pliances and new and soecial
S. Manassas. 'appliances that are being intro-
Wallace Johnston is consid- (lured by the factory.
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LEARN TO DRIVE
• 
IF YOU HAVE ANY
•
• TROUBLE WHATSOEVER •
•
m IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE
•
TENN. STATE
• a DRIVING SCHOOL •
• BR. 6-4121 •
ROBERTS
THE COMPLETE i'AMILY STORE
THE STORE WHERE MOM-DAD AND ALL
THE CHILDREN CAN BE CLOTHED
WITHOUT LEAVING THE STORE.
We Feature A Complete Line Of Casual And Dress
Clothes For The Family With Taste And Appeal.
OPEN AN ACCOUNT
TODAY- 6 MONTHS
TO PAY!
CHRISTMAS
IS JUST AROUND
THE CORNER.
Our Customers Pay No 1. Carrying Charges
2. No Interest
3. No Hidden Charges
4. And No Down Payment
FREE BLANKET 72x90
with any $25.00 Cash
or Charge Purchase
ROBERTS
CREDIT CLOTHES
172 SO. MAIN
South Memphis District —
Rev. F. G. Garrett, presiding
bishop; Rev. E. M. Martin, St.
Andrews; Rev, E. Paul Beav-
ers, Providence; Rev. Loyce
Patrick, New Tyler; Rev. F.
M. Copper, New Allen; Rev.
Mark Young, Mt. Zion; Rev. R.
L. McRae, Ward Chapel.
Rev. C. Person, White's
Chapel; Rev. James Gleece,
Bethel; Rev. James M. Wil-
liams, Wilso n; Rev. A. W.
Boyd, La Grain; Rev. A. Mer-
rion, Wayman; Rev. C. Ash-
urst, Galilee; and Rev. M. B.
Reed, Walker Mission.
I North Memphis District —Rev. J. E. James, presidingbishop; Rev. H. L. Starks, St.
James; Rev. Peter Crawford,
Avery Chapel; Rev. A. D.
Brown, Clayborn Temple; Rev.
G. C. Daniel, Norah Chapel:
411•04•1:41•41•11•[
Buy 'four
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
Rev. L. R. Mack, Mt. Sinai;
Rev. J. L. Polk, Greenwood
Chapel; Rev S. W. Huston,
Greer Chapel; Rev. J. C. Rich-
ardson, St. John.
Rev. N. L. Vann, Benjes-
town; Rev. B. R. Booker,
Payne " Chapel; Rev. Lewis
Williams, Brown Chapel; Rev.
N. R. Holmes, Mt. Pisgah; Bro.
U. Grant Harvey, St. Paul;
Rev. Thomas Bolden, Hickman
Temple; and Bro. J. H. Bry-
ant, Phillip Mission.
West Tennessee outside
Memphis — Rev. G. C. Jenk-
ins, Paris-Jackson;. Rev. J. C.
Miller, Quinn Chapel; Rev. E.
S. Taylor, Greater Bethel;
Rev. E. E. Key e s, Browns
Chapel; Rev. S. J. Holley, Sai-
lors Chapel; Rev. I. A. Walk-
er. St. Mary-Munford; Rev. L.
D. Jones, Arlington Circuit;
Rev. M. M. Whitson, llollow
Rock; Rev. Willie Worthain,
St. Paul-Fulton; Rev. G. C.
Hudson, Saltillo; Rev. W. E.
See MINISTERS, Page 4
HAROLD J. WHALUM
Woman Tortured
by Agonizing ITCH
"taf•riiitraratideerb
rAyears.I'bse 'jewel/a
sew weeder cteeve.N0,,
happy," writes Al,
P. Reeway el L A. Cal y
Here's blessed relief fro,.•
tortures of vaginal
rectal itch, chafing, rash
and totems with an limning new scientifig
formulacalltc1LANACANE.Thisfase•acting
1AI sivhaArem,Itur.m1
while it soothes raw. irriteted and inflamed
tissue. Stops scratching-,oepeeds healing.
Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will
NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular" too.
Then are 5 major symptoms of •
cold: stuffiness, &chines', fever,
constipation, and general "sick-
feeling." 666, the time-tested and
proven cold medicine, fights all S.
No "one-ingredient" product can
do this. 666 was made especially
for cold,... and only for colds. It
really works!
The fast daconisetant action of
666 works through the blood
stream... reaching places where
noes drop* and sprays can't par
sibly reach. Its gentle laxativi
lion keeps you "regular" during
this critical time. The unexcelled
effectiveness of 666 has been
proven to thousands of users.
When you have • cold, take
666, and see what real relief COP be
like. Satisfaction guaranteed
or your money bock. At all Ong
counters, only 490. If you peeder
tablets, take 666 cold tabbies.: •
same fast relief. Convenient 4011
economical. too.
DELIVERY
SERVICE
DISAP-
POINTING?
Make Yourself Happy!
Call ORIOLE DRUGS For
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
1014 MISSISSIPPI
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
Phones: WH 2-1721 WH 11-9255
Yet 010 CROW DITTN FIR CO. FltANKFORT, Co. RENTUCrl $TRAIG(T BOURBON StHiStFY 90 5e0OF
Give historic
01,1) cItt)w
the bourbon more people prefer
to any other
110U alWa, '
nob* ari / in 4our P°e,Itt
316A 9$
,45
lece;Ao DLD CROW
Chis is the season when the best comes forth. That's why
more people use OLD CROW at holiday time — for
gifts and parties — than any other bourbon. There are 127
years of greatness behind OLD CROW in your glass.
4 4
1,4
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PERFECT .41TENDANCF at the Alernifhl,
Sunday School and Baptist Training Union
Congress during the past 25 years 14 :IS re-
warded recently when eight persons were
gisen perfect attendance pins. On front row,
frem left. are Mrs. Fannie Palmer, Mrs. Jen-
CERTIFICATES OF PROGRESS were pre-
tented these nine persons during the recent
Congress by Dean 5. McEwen Williams, at
SILVER SERVICE PINS for 25 years of faith-
ful service to the Memphis Sunday School
and Baptist Training Union Congress were
awarded workers and officers during the re-
cent session by the president, Charles Ryan,
seen placing one on Mrs. Georgia Atkins.
m• •
misters
(Continued From Page 3)
Mitchell, Lexington Circuit;
Rev. C. L. Barfield, Reives,
Circuit.
Rev. R. L. Beckett, Mt. Ol-
ive at Millington; Rev. Julius
Smith, Williams Chapel; Rev.
B. T. Parham, Allen-Hazel;
Rev. J. K. Brown, Decatur-
ville Circuit; Rev. Charles
Epps, Carey Chapel; Rev. R.
B. Woods, Greenfield Circuit;
Bro. J. E. Nabors, Mt. Harman;
Bro. W. T. Adkins, Woodland
Mills; and Rev W. W. Easley,
jr., Long Chapel.
Officers of the Laymen's Or-
ganization are:
Me Young and Mrs. Edith Cotton, widow of
first president, receiving pin from President
Ryans. On back row from left are Mrs. Valeria
Jeffrey, 0. J. Armstrong. Rev. Charles Young,
B. L. Holmes and Mrs. A. M. Olds-James.
left. They are, left to right, L. E. McClain,
Mrs. L. Richardson, Mrs. L. B. Johnson, Mrs.
A. Jeffery. Mrs. Eddie Fizer, Mrs. M. L. Lewis,
E. Lewis and M. Edwards.
Others from left are Mrs. C. M. Davis, Jessie
Bishop, Miss Mary Woods, Miss Beatrice Par-
tee, Robert Brown, E. L Washburn, Dean
A. McEwen Williams, Mrs. M. E. Fisher, J. U.
Rhodes and Leroy Williams. iHenry Ford
Foto)
L. Delyles, parliamentarian;
Robert Parrish, director of lay
activities; Mrs. Ann Park, di-
rector of publicity; and execu-
tive board members: Earl
Chalmers, Mrs. Doris Bow-
ers, Isaac Goodrich and Mrs.
Ruth D. Pegues.
Rev. Elmer Martin, pastor of
Harold J. Whalum, vice-
president - actuary of Union
Protective Insurance Compa-
ny, president; Charles Walker,
first vice president; Robert
Duncan, second vice president;
Jesse W. Clarke, third vice
president; Miss Bernice M.
Strong, recording secretary;
Mrs. Roxie Pegues Ball, as-
sistant secretary; Mrs. Ann
Parker, corresponding secre-
tary; J. W. Strong, treasurer:
Sidney 0. Freeman, financial
secretary; Mrs. Irma Beardon.
chaplain; Mrs. Hattie Harrison,
minister of music; Mrs. Bertie
WINDOW GUARDS
$3 Ea. Installed
ALL TYPES ORNAMENTAL IRON
• Aluminum Doors
• Alern;nurn Screens
CASH IRON CO.
FA 3-7212
2687 YALE
(AN YOU USE S
MORE CASH')
CITY FINANCE
GROUND flOOR
STERICK BUILDING '
.W141111 FOLKS 1151 VOU
GI( PRIffRINUA1
SERVICE"
it&
IltIlullISull
pinsume1!!! . mg!!!
rel CART HOME SAVINGS!
St. Andrew AME church, was
re-endorsed by the session in
his attempt to become bishop
during the May 1964 conven-
tion, which is set for'Cincin-
nati, Ohio.
UNIFORMS
Usher Board, D.I<OMINS,
Mother of Church,
Nurses, Missionary,
Prayer Band
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Poplar, Sias, to 52
Lono,5hort and ;II Si•OVOS
SALIM FOR USHERS
o ORSAMIZATIONS
Lowest Prlass Available
Stiff F011 riff CATALOG •I!EI
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 11 St., N.E. 17 Alabama St., 5.5.
WWIrlegtee2.0.C. Stlaste 3, Georgia
Celebrates
Founder's Day
Saints Junior College of Lex-
ington, Miss., celebrated its
Annual Founders' Day Nov. 30
Yearly hundreds of guests
make the annual pilgrimage to
attend Founders' Day, from
the International Convention
of the Churches of God in
Christ at Memphis, Tenn., plus
representatives from Colleges
and schools in Mississippi.
Dr: Arenia C. Mallory
President, is the only living
Founder. The late Miss Pinkie
Duncans and Professor James
Courts, both of Lexington
Miss., began the school then
known as "The. Saints Home
Industrial School" in 1918 in
the basement of the St. Paul
Church of God in Christ, and
operated as local school on the
elementary level.
During the administration of
Dr. Arenia C. Mallory, begin-
ning in 1926, the Institution
became known as "Saints In-
dustrial and Literary School,"
and became the responsibility
of the National Churches of
God in Christ Internationally.
The Institution became a junior
college in 1954 anti attracts
students front 30 states in the
Union and two foreign coun-
tries.
The Institution is accredited
by the State Department of
Education and the Mississippi
Commission on Higher Educe-
ion. It is a member of the
National Association of Junior
Colleges, and the American
Council on Education.
CORE Song Booklets
Accompany Records
SAVE 80* 'under price ithorns deliveredyr ilk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B H
INC.
248 Vance Asa.
TAILORS
JA 7-9320
Momoh,s, Tenn eeeee
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates Whet You Think Of"
TO BE INTERVIEWED — Rev.
A. E. Campbell, pastor of Col-
umbus Baptist church and a
vice president of the National
Baptist Convention USA, Inc..
wilt be heard as "Citizen of the
Week" over Radio Station
WLOK from Dec. 9-16 on the
program, "The Gospel Train."
at 10:30 a.m. He will be Inter-
viewed by the host "Brother
Bob" Reed. A regular feature,
of the program is an interview
with a pwomlnent MemPhiAn
each week.
Honor Pastor And
Wife At Reception
The members and officers of
the historical Avery Chapel
AME church 822 E. Triggs
Ave. announces plans to give
a Welcoming Reception for
their new pastor and his wife,
Rev. and Mrs. Peter G. Craw-
ford, also Mrs. Crawford's
mother, Mrs. Mina Smith De-
Zon, at the church, Sunday,
Dec. 9 at 5 p.m.
Among the guests will be
Bishop E. L. Hickman of 13th
Episcopal AME district.
NEW YORK — A new edi-
tion of CORE's song booklet
Sit-In Songs, has been publish-
ed for distribution with the
Dauntless recording Sit-In
Songs: Songs of the Freedom
Riders.
The booklet contains words
of songs which have been fav-
orites in the civil rights move-
ment North and South.
Nat Hentoft, well-known
writer, said of the songs and
the circumstances which gave
them birth, "The music which
has emerged from these ex-
periences has restored the
fiery art of American topical
song."
While the booklet is offered
free of charge with a purchase
of the recording from CORE,
single copies are available at
25 cents each by writing to
CORE, 38 Park Row, New York
City.
"And, behold, a woman in
the city. which was • sinner,
when she knew that Jesus
all at moat in the Pharisee's
house, brought an alabaster
box of ointment, and stood
at His foot behind Him
weeping and began to wash
His feet with tears, and did
wipe them with the hairs
of her hoed, and kissed His
feet and anointed them with
ointment."—Luke 7:37-38.
THE UNNAMED HEROES
Nothing has made such an
Impact upon history as the
unnamed heroes that have
passed along its highways.
As one reads history books
and the Bible, he is astonished
at the countless number of
people who have contributed
so much unnoticed and un-
named. Time and time again
we run across the statement
in the Bible, °A certain
man or a certain woman"
. . This is all that we
know about them. No name
is given, only the history mak-
ing event that they did has
warranted even. mentioning.
One day, Jesus saw an un-
named woman come up and
drop two pence. When her
deeds were questioned by a
bystander Jesus remarked
that she had done more than
all the rest because she gave
all that she had.
Elijah hungry and thirsty
was sent by God to a certain
widow's house to get bread.
"A certain man had two sons"
. . . "A ceratin woman sit-
ting on a well" was asked of
Jesus to give Him a drink.
But who were these people?
Only God knows.
PUBLICITY WANTED
These unnamed persons per-
formed their noble deeds
years ago and moved on. What
a .far cry that is from deeds
performed today. We want our
names blazed upon the news-
papers on radio or television.
We want the whole world to
know that someone has done
something unusual arid want
it assocaited with our names.
What a terrible world ours
would be if history had had
associated every deed with
a name but this is not so and
many of the people who have
labored to the achievement of
noble ends have done so un-
named.
Here this woman saw Je-
sus' feet and noticed that the
guests had not even extended
Him the common courtesy of
washing His feet. The cir-
cumstances were so heart-
rending to her that she wept.
But her weeping did not help.
She used the tears that were
streaming from her eyes am
washed the feet of Jesus
Then when no towel was at
hand she used her hair to
dry them But even then her •
task was not complete and
she took the much. cherished
contents uf her alabaster box
and anointed the feet of Je-
sus.
A NOBLE ACT
When asked fur an apprais-
al of her actions Jesus told
Peter that this woman had
done more than all the rest.
She was sympathetic heart.
She had been labeled a 'sin-
ner' by all the folks of the
community. Many had stated
that she was incapable of
doing anything worthwhile.
But when she saw Jesus her
whole outlook on life changed.
Periodically some-
thing should happen to each
of us to change our outlooks
on life. Something should
change our very motives. No jak,
longer should we think in lip
terms of doing something for
the glory and fame attached
but for the sake of the good
that we are going to render
to others.
Whether it is a matter of
giving our two pence which
might represent our all, giv-
ing the last meal in the bar-
rel that a hungry man might
be fed, or giving something
that we cherish most that
those about us should catch
a new vision of life we should
do it and do it nobly.
If our actions are motivated
by rewards, we should think
in terms of the intangible. re-
wards that will last long after
we have passed off of the
scene.
NEED
CASH!
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Is a ramson why people
lik• to do with to. You,
too, will like out courteous treat-
ment and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday end Ftlday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturday. 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned - Hon.* Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"IT• Ilk• to say y•s to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the Stat• Deportment of
Inauronc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 1-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7811
_ t
The Proceeds
On Any
National Burial
Insurance Company
Contract
May Be Used For
Funeral Expenses
Incurred At Any
Funeral Nome
And/or Mortuary
CHRISTMAS SHOP
PRICE-LESS
WAY....
Enjoy Christmas Shopping this year with
easy to save Cr easy to shop with
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BTW School Notes
By JOSEPH YOUNG
This is Joseph Young back
with the chills and thrills
around the Warriors tee-pee. 
SPOTLIGHT— This week
our spotlight glows on a very
intelligent young man. He is
Mr. Senior for 1962-63. He is
also assistant secretary of the
Esquires circulation manager
of the Washington News
paper, Business manager of
the Senior Class and President
of his homeroom. I am speak-
ing of none other than Henry
Morman who resides with his
parents Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Morman who resides at 1155
S. Wellington, and also a
member of the Walker Me-
morial Church. Let's give him
a twenty one gun salute.
SPORTS — The Basketball
Jamboree was played at Ham-
ilton gymnasium Friday night
Nov. 30, 1962. As the mighty
Warriors took on the Father
Bertrand Thunder Bolts. Some
of the players to watch are:
Julian Banks, Walter Cum-
mings, Ronald Ester, L. C.
McCoy, Leroy Weakley, and
Marion Brewer.
CHITTER CHATTER for
the Reading Matter — Henry
Morman and Judith Martin
are loving couples. Harry
Hunt made the wrong move.
Aubrey Howard is it Joan
Shaw or Emery Summerset?
Laurel Scoot is living it up.
Cloridine Richards are you
and Douglass Bobo still tight?
Georgette Walker and Law-
rence Griffin are love birds.
Dorothy Reed and Mattie
Harper are hipped Soph-
omores. Vivian Carter had an
admirer, but he faded away.
Jewel Berry and Gloria Flem-
ing are still in the grove.' V. S.
heart is for Larry Miller. It
it true Ann Taylor has gone
sweet on Charles Thompson.
Napoleon Jackson a n d
Harold Gardner are singing to
two certain girls someday,
someway.
George McMurray, what's
this I heard about you and Ed-
na Griffin. Audrey Gray, it
your heart still at (Carver).
R. O.)?
Sandra Chapman, (Carver);
has a certain admirer (B.T.W.).
What has happened to Bobbie
Ester and Ernest Smith, what
,part does Howard Jean play
in this? Fay Hill admires a
certain Senior (JM.).
Sophie Johnson why don't
you tell Ronald McIntyre that
you are in love? Estella Har-
ris has found a new love. A
certain Junior boy has gone
sweet on Helen Prudent. Bar-
bara Lewis and Charles
Wright are in the haps from
(Lester).
CUPID CUTES
Cloridine Richards, Gladys
Young, Audrey Gray, Helen
Prudent, Nellie Hamilton, Ru-
by Richardson, Georgette Wal-
ker, Mary Pettis, Ida Couburn,
Gloria Smith and Mary
(Spookie) Harris.
WAY OUT FELLOWS —
I. Julian Banks 2. T. W. Tay-
lor 3. Eddie Ricards 4. Lenord
Ward 5. Stanley Beal 6. Oscar
Reed 7. Robert Clayton S.
Morris Webb 9. Aubrey How-
ard 10. Sammy Woodie 11. Roy
(Tiger) Jones.
• Hamilton High School
By ROSIE TABOR and
MYRTLE RANKIN
Well gang, we're back again;
Rosie and Myrtle with the
latest data and datas around
the campus.
ON THE HARDWOOD
The Jamboree was played
at Hamilton, the Thunder-
bolts tied with the Corbas.
The Warriors defeated the
Wildcats, remember Warriors
we're going to get you vet, be-
cause luck doesn't last forever.
SPOTLIGHT
This week the white and
blue falls on Miss Lee Ann
Cooper, Miss Cooper resides at
•
1817 Freemont Avenue with
her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Cooper.
Around the campus she is
President of the Debutante So-
ciety, member of the Library
Staff, and a NDCC sponsor.
She is also a member of the
Social Science Club.
After graduating from Ham-
ilton High she plans to fur-
ther her education at Lincoln
University.
Hats off to this charming
and lovely young lady.
COMMENT OF THE WEEK
Basketball boys, its taking
you too long to dress. Is it be-
cause you're undecided.
ON THE OTHER HAND
Larry Dailey finally decid-
ed it was Dorothy Lewis—
Pete Wells and Myrtle Rankin
are getting closer—Lora and
Robert are making the scene
again — Theodore Pickett
thinks only of Doris Woods—
Lee Ann Cooper should be
admired by all city wide
young ladies—Eva Britteumnu
i who is the lucky man—
'Dorothy James is the most
popular girl in the senior class
Maudette Brownless and
'Earnest Batten are tight—
PREDICTIONS
Barbara Tabor, Madlene
Curry, Elizabeth Hill, Marcene
Jones, Dorothy Lanos, Will run
Hamilton in their senior year
— James McBride why are
you talking to two girls
(Joyce Rankin and Dorothy
Booker)? — James Carpenter
and Elice Reese will soon get
together—Robbie Herron and
Floyd Burse will be one of
ithe top couple—Patricia Hooks
will reconsider going back
with Harold Beane—
TOP FRESHMEN
Yvonne X n o x, Barbara
Lewis, Annette James, Carol
lAlbritton, Barbara Massey,
Barbara Hoskins.
, TOP TEN
GIRLS: Lee Ann Cooper,
!Anne Burford, Joyce Walton,
Dorothy Jame s, Dorothy
Lewis, Patricia Hooks, Mau-
dette Brownlee, Julia Saville,
Lora Green, Marcene Jones.
BOYS: Theodore Anderson,
Larry Dailey, Earnest Batten,
'Daniel Merriweather, Johnnie
Johnson, Bill Cunningham,
Theodore Pickett, Robert
Wells, Archie Scruggs, L. M.
Carroll.
• Humboldt News
With the Thanksgiving glow, a week and a half with the
in our hearts, its radiation cant family.
be seen in our eyes as we gol Rev. Floyd' Lacey spent
about grateful for what God Thanksgiving with his parents.
has done for us. We 'are even He is a student at the South-
more thankful that He has ern Baptist Seminary in Louis-
given us the desire to do more vine.
for others. The Christmas sea
-,THE KINDERGARTEN
son leads us to think about l Overcrowded conditions at
His greatest gift ,to us 
— His the Gillespie Kindergarten will
Son. :be remedied soon. Mr. John-
We are happy to be back with son, trades teacher at Stigall,
you again and from these print- I and his boys are working daily
ed lines you will be learning on the school. It was through
of the happenings of the citi- Principal Nunn that the boird
zens of Humboldt. of directors were able to get
Mrs. C. D. McKelvey, wife of this helix
the -pastor of Lane Chapel A building committee has
CME church, is home from the been appointed for the school.
Its members include Lon Cun-
ningham, Rev. William Don-
ald, Mrs. Addle Roe and Mrs.
W. S. Vance, chairman.
Mrs. L Cunningham is pan-
versities" at Lane college where try chairman and she is asking
he is a senior mathematics for something to place in it.
major. He is also vice president Miss Mable Northcross of St.
of the Student Council. Louis, Mo., a great benefactor
LIGHTING PRIZES for the school, was here recent-
The Gloxinia Art and Gar- ly to visit her sister and fath-
den club is offering prizes for er, and prepared Thanksgiving
Christmas lightirK again this dinner for the children. She
year and Mrs. Martha Lacey
is chairman. ,Those who wish
to enter the contest should do
so before Dec. 20. Yards will
be judged on Dec. 24, along
with doors, windows and
porches, so let's make our city
beautiful with lights. ing secretary: Miss Enid Sims,
The Music, Literary, Art and financial secretary and treasur-
Social club held its Annual Tea Cr, and Mrs. Jennie S. Vance,
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. general supervisor.
Troy Lacey, and members ex-
pressed their thanks to theth
hospital' now and doing nicely.
Mack Lacey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William F. Lacey, has
been selected for "Who's Who
in American Colleges and Uni-
Mrs. Winefred Rodgers is a
Ai proud grandmother now. Her
MI son Freddie and his wife, Jes-
sie, who live in Nashville,. be-
Lydia Campbell has his nose
in her pocket.
Girl, Basketball season is
here. James Branch wonders
what you're waiting for.
Elton Thomas has a new
hit.
gave three dozen soup bowls
and other items to it.
This year's board of direc-
tors for the school include Mrs.
Cottrell Thomas, chairman;
Miss Lila Northcross, co-chair-
man; Mrs. Sula Ellison, record-
trIbutIons to the band and son, Kathryn Smith, Cheyenne U. S. Air Force how the star of Bethlehem T. Washington. Much success_ shone above the manger the and best wishes A. D., as you
finance for the annual trip. Deener, Gracie Hardy. Luther c.an. one night Christ was born and embark upon this new position.
,guided the wise men. The star • • •If you wish to purchase TOP COUPLES of the first Negro students to_
chocolate, contact any Royal Sherman Yates and Paulette , enter Memphis State univer-lat the top of the Christmas In the very near future
Gent or Gent Pledgee. . Lampkins (Man.) tree symbolizes this star.laity and who graduated from Lakeviewites will have in this
IDLE TALK Charles Thomas and Mar- I the school with the class of So, with the approachingi community two churches —
James Parker hasn't been garet Normally 1 1962, has been commissioned holiday season, brighten up:one Baptist and the other
smelling anything recently. I Sterling Thompson and San_ I a s-cond lieutenant in the Your smile, add an extension Methodist. Plans are in the
to your helping hand, tighten making for these two fine edi-
the checkrein on your patience' flee.
• • •
and. your're sure to be one of
Santa's favorites. Celebrating wedding pnniver-
Ward. • Lieutenant McClellan was • • • caries last week were Dr. and
McArthur Henderson and !selected for the training SCOUT HONOR Mrs. H. Ralph Jackson, renown
Carolyn Smith. ' course through competitive ex- I Lageviewites are proud to Lakeviewites 167 Hondura
aminations with other college have in their midst, a notable: and Mr. and Mrs. James Tucked
giaduates. He is being reas- I boy scout. Odell Thomas, son of 189 Honduras. May each of
signed to Stewart AFB, N.Y..' of Mrs. Maurice W. Fowler on these fine couples continue to
enjoy many more years of
wedded bliss.
B. S. degree in mathematics ha received by a scout. The • • •
from MSU and may make a I award, "God and Country," Shirley Peace, charming
C.M.E. Church, where he serv- career out of the service. While I will be presented to him in a young daughter of Maggie and
ed as Sunday, School superin- attending school he was em- special assembly program Tues-I Sam Peace, celebrates her
tendant for 30 years, a Trus- ployed as an aid at E. H.!clay morning at Geeter High'birthday this week. Happy
tee of both the church and Crump Memo' ial ISchool. This is the first time 'birthday, Shirley! !
Lane College, and Treasurer ‘,
of the West Tennessee Con- 7
ference of C.M.E. Having a
degree in History, he enjoys
reading. His philosophy is to
help young people reach their
height of achievements. In his
14 years at Manassas, he
treasures the Ole Timers' Club,
which he's been the advisor
since his first year, as the
dearest thing to his heart. So
hats off to a man who is the
loving father of approximate-
ly 840 young men all over this
nation of ours.
The other day. while walk-
ing thru the sacred halls of
t he mighty M.H.S., these
words occurred to me, "These
are the times that try men's ALPI1A PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY is receiv-
souls." These immortal words, ing an increase in applications for scholarship
spoken by Thomas Payne,! awards and fellowship funds from college and
vividly describe the situation
of our fellowmen today. p0 graduate students revealed' Dr. Clifton
But there are those who are R. Jones. director of' Educational Activities
'unconcerned about any prob-1 for the fraternity and professor of sociology
lems other than their own. I at Morgan State college. He said the number
We decided to interview applying was higher than ever and the corn-
few campus personalities. For I petition greater in all categories since the first
instance, Calvin Herring has awards of $100 each to students at the Con-
been pleading with everyone , vention in 1928 at Atlanta, Ga., and now about
that he's "Not Afraid To ! 22 awards with a minimum of $450. Dr. Wil-Love," ask Maxine he said.
So we called Maxine, "And A I lianl H. Hale, general president of Alpha, and
Young Man Answered The President of Langston university. Langston,
•
a lid many of their parent, have registered at libraries in
Memphis since the program was instituted. "In a period
of six weeks," he said, "the tremendous response coming
from parents and pupils toward this program has greatly
encouraged the staff of the school." (Withers Photo)
Tri-State Legends JOE
LT. McCLELI.AN
MSU Grad Gets
Commission In
a eviewmg ern
LAST MONTH
December has made its entre
before we know it, that
lolly old fellow with the great-
lag heart Will come riding in
t:orn the North Pole with his
eight tiny reindeer.
This is the twelfth and last
month of the year. It was the
tenth month in the ancient Ro-
man calendar. The first part of
its name, "decem" means "ten"
in Latin. December once had
twenty-nine days, but Julius
Caesar added two more, mak-
ing it one of the longest months.
Today, the great Christian
holiday of Christmas, which
climes on December 25, is the
chief holiday of the month. The
goodwill, the gift-giving, and
the colorful decorations of
tor a Negro scout to receive this
award. More coverage will be
given in next week's column,
• • •
Lovely Alice Johnson of 192
Honduras is one of the finalists
in the "Miss LeMoyne" con-
test. We wish to extend congrat-
ulations and hope that she
emerges as "the finalist.''
• • •
Enjoying a pre - Christmas
visit last week end was Mrs.
Julia Turner of Detroit, Mich.,
who came down to be with her
grandchildren, Hester and A, D.
Miller. Gaiety prevailed as the
family gathered for a delectable
-turkey dinner, served with
several of Hester's favorite
recipes.
* • •
Christmas seem to shed a glow Congratulations are nrorlig-
' over all this month. The Ro- 'ousts!! extended to A. D. Mil-
mans made Vesta, goddess of ler, former grid coach of Doug-
the hearth, the special deity lass High school. He was re-
Decernber. centiv appointed principal of
A beautiful Bible story tells the Evening School at Booker
FORD ROAD STUDENTS are enthusiastic about the school's
Public Librarian Visitation program at the school designed
to help the children read better and comprehend what they
read. The students here are in the first through the third
grades, and all are registered with the libraries of Memphis.
According to Principal Isaiah Goodrich, some 601 students
DOUGLASS HIC7
SCHOOL ROUNDUli
By WILLIAM FLEMING
WHOOSH! The season is
here, Basketball, that is. Al-
though the DEVILS are suf-
fering from loss of height,
they are looking forward to a
prosperous season. We're be-
hind you all the way boys.
The DEVILS opened the
1962-63 basketball season
against the Lester Lions in
the first half of the North
east-prep league Jamboree. The
DEVILS weren't too—iuccess-
ful in this vastity losing to
the Lions 24-16.
ROYAL GENTS
CHOCOLATE SALE
The Royal Gents are maid
their annual World's Finest
Chocolate sale. The proceeds
from this sale go toward con-
Clifton Bates is suffering
from lack of Claudia Nevels.
Harvey Tharp, are you and
Evelyn Goldwyn still tight?
Gloria Knox still admires a
certain senior. Why the secret
Gloria?
The Mo-Nellie mens seem
to be declining.
TOP FELLOWS
Willie Nunnally. Joshua
Ware, Clifton Dates, Abe
Cummings, Sidney Brown,
Walter Winfrey Eddie Bolden,
Zack Sims,, James Eubanks,
Bobby Davis.
TOP GIRLS
Ronnie Kind, Ptosha Ward,
Marie Jones, flora Flemming,
Florine Avery, Gloria Price.
Dorothy White, Sandra Bea-
dra Beason
William Carter and Flora
Flemming
Ernest Walton and Ptosha
In
 
The Lion's Den
By CHAS. AND BARB. sings in the choir. In school
Hello again, this is B. and
C., bringing you the lowdown
of the happenings around the
"The Big L." The Mighty
Lions are really shooting that
ball this year. Just ask Pigsah
and Ripley, our recent victims.
life, she is an N.D.C.C. Spon-
sor,' Dance Group member, a
high stepping Majorette and
treasurer of her class. She is
fine and popular. Let's give
her a big "Roar."
STROLLING THROUGHThe Big Five are Richard THE DEN: While strolling(high pocket) Jones, Charles
through the den, I heard
Earnestine telling Bethany I
can't take While a little
further down the line I heard
Christine Adair saying I would
like for her man to be my
man. As I moved on, in dark
corner very close to the Well,
I saw Larry Miller and rheard
Cordrlia Porter saying you
can't hide from love. Since I
y..as running into so much I
crept on down the hall I heard
Toy saying to Rosetta you are
going to need me. I heard
Willma Williams telling Al-
bert Walker and Claudia
Marshall to stop the wedding.
Rosetta, after the ThanksgiO•
ing I heard A. J. telling ydu
• •• • 1 ,hat I'm Going back to school
and that's mat what he did
(ha, ha). ',tie Dell Fields said
h wishes 
 
(BoBolloo) Paulk, Charles
(Toy) Bowers. Charles (Pig)
Wright and John (Red) Miller.
SPOTLIGHT: This week I
would like to
place the Lion's
light on Miss
Mary Hill of
3061 Crystal
ave. Her pa-
rents are Mr.
and Mrs Cal-
yin Hill In re-
ligious life she
is a member
of Pleasant Hill
M. B. Church,
whore she Mary Hill
MANASSAS HIGH NEWS
By COBY SMITH and
BARBARA DUNCAN
Last Friday, Robert "Honey-
boy" Thomas spent the latest
in platters for the Tigers in
"Tiger" gym. The students
threw off their shoes and
danced the Bo B with the Big
Buddy as an added attraction.
The platter party was definite-
ly swinging but the next time
a Dee Jay comes, he'd better
bring his space suit because
we're going on into outer
space.
This week, the students
around Manassas chose as the
faculty member they most ad-
mire because of contributions
to campus life, Mr. O. T.
Peeples, and for that reason,
the spotlight this week is de-
ferred to a faculty member.
Most students agree that he
is a person who, "Creeps
softly but carries a big stick"
but in his 22 years as a teach-
er and the 14 years at Ma-
nassas he's been like the
hinges on a door, stahding
ever ready to swing in the di-
rection to help some young
person. Mr. Peeples is a grad-
uate of LeMoyne College and
has done graduate work at
Tennessee A&I.
In religious life, he is a
member of the Rock of Ages
ANNIVERSARY
Rev, and Mrs. W. S. Vance
for making it a success. Mrs. observed,their twelfth anniver-
Velma Pulliam is president. nary on Thanksgiving. Here
for the occasion were his son,
Rev. W. S. Vance, Jr., Topeka,
Kans.; Mrs. Pearl Clark of
Memphis, cousin of Mrs. Vance,
came the proud parents of a and the younger son and tam-
baby girl. Mrs. Rodgers spentlily, Mr. and Mrs. William Brod-
U. S. Air Force upon gradu-
ation from Officer Training
!School Lackland AFB, Tex-
as.
as a weapons controller.
The young officer holds a
Singer Cleared Phone," and told us she Okla., says that the fraternity is studying the
I wasn't at home. After trying ' possibility of increasing the 5450 each to
again, we finally reached
Stewart, American jazz sing-
er, was cleared of being an
accomplice in Barcelona's
"beatnik murder case," accord-
ing to local police.
The 36-year-old native of New
York was reported at "complete
liberty."'
Honduras Drive, has received
the highest award which can
In Beatnik Murder , Maxine and asked her who
was answering her phone, her
BARCELONA, Spain — Gloria reply, "My Man."
Not wishing to intrude we
decided to push on. We heard
that a local social club was
having a swinging affair and
some of our personalities
would be there. There were '
some swinging discs on the
turntable, No. 1 was "Laura,"
but Johnny Boykins was sing-
nax, their daughter, Jacquelyn ing Sylvia. Marvin Bledsoe
Ann; and William Terrell, home had rephrased a song to suit
from Xavier university. Mrs. has purpose, the new title.
Bobbie Poussaint, the ditughter "Close To Carita." Roderick!
from St. Albans, was here the was singing "You Are My
previous week but could not Sunshine" to Bernice because
stay. their "Stormy Weather" is
Mrs. 011ie Stigall, one of over, so he says.
Humbolt's outstanding citizens, Evelyn Golden is referred ,
observed her 96th birthday on to as "Mojo Hanna," since she!
Nov. 28 and received many cast her spell over Cleotria
congratulatory messages. She Reuben. Miss Mise told Law-
appreciated those who thought rence Simpson "You Can Run
of her. But You Can't Hide. With hit
If you have a news item for last breath he gasped, "Anna."
the paper, call Mrs. Cottrell
Thomas, And please pay your
newsboy promptly so that he
will pot lose time collecting.
Leon Hurd came home hum-
ming "I'll Bring It On Home
To You." I wonder who was
he bringing it to?
LeMOYNE WORK DAY — Cleaning blinds
during third annual Work Day at LeMoyne
was the group of college students. Kneeling,
left to right: Cathelia Ann Barr, Gertrude An-
51000, but is confronted with the great num-
ber of deserving students. Therefore, It might
be preferable to double the students covering
more applicants. Winners of the Alpha Schol-
arship Awards above are: Top row — post-
graduate and professional school winners are:
Carl E. High, University of North Carolina;
Frederick A. Christian, Wayne State univer-
sity; Jimmie L. Franklin, University of Okla-
homa; Walter J. Hardy, Jr., University of
Wisconsin. College students are: Reginald
Lewis, Morgan State college; Walter J. Frazi-
er, Fisk university; Hamilton E. Holmes, Uni-
versity of Georgia; Channing D. Smith, Vir-
ginia Union university; and Jerome Atkins.
Howard university,
derson and Paul Lowery. Standing, left to
right: Countess Johnson, Elizabeth Ann Lacy,
chairman: Willie Brown, Floyd Weakley, Cies-
phus Owens and Ulla Ann Abron.
s e that Lindsey wouttl
stay off her line because
someone else is kicking his
time namely Robert Beasett
Who will Faye Ward's
love Be? Courtnea and Mir
kunm are talking about
Geraline See (Man.). I wondir
why? Lucy Knox and Ronati
are really battling it out. Mn-
tie Harley is really noties-
able. Dot and Azell are realty
back in the groove.
Net
TOP COUPLES: John Mi-
ler and Carol Morris, Ruevbe
Hall and Crystal' Bynual,
Billy Hill and Edna Faulkn,
Shirley Miller and CharlSc
Rogers, Carl Campbell artsl
Sherry Glass, Richad Jong;
and Claudette Tucker.
NOTICE: .Next week /
have a surprise for you ‘4:
Richard Jones and Charigs
Paulk, people are wonderiikg
why you two are gaining pop-
ularity, and the name of yottr
new club?
Collierville
Teen Age News
By PEIICIE JONES
SPOTLIGHT
This week our spOtliglit
falls on John Riley, son- pf
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Riley.
of 424 Harris st. He is Par-
liamentarian of the Senior
Class, a member of the bask-
etball team, N.F.A., Tut**
Teachers, and Library
Upon graduation he plans o
attend A & I State Univers
He would like to be a profes-
sional basketball player. So
good luck.
cafESTIONS OF THE WEEK
Why is a certain chick still
interested in one of the basket-
ball players?
Why does a certain senior
just pass by his girl's house?
Is Cat Eyes brave enough to
go to college without his "trite
love?" What is the connection
between Fuzzy Fleming and
us Queen—Q.R.? Is A. L. go-
Ina back to his X-love?
C. H. can stop weeping over
J.R. because M.D.F. has him
covered completely. Isn't That
CORRECT?
Why won't Bobby ask Jean
for a date?
TOP COUPLES
J.B. Stout and Barbara
Flerninc; — Howard Johnson
and Henri Brown—Barbara
Hurges and William Gardner
— Otis M. Spencer and Scha-
zarde Jones — Rosie Walker
and J. C. Jones.
TOP GIRLS, Shirley Dun-
ga n, Linda Brittmon and
Eula Bufford,
TOP BOYS, Robert Stout,
Stanford Cursey and Percy,
Dandridge.
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Probe Car Death
Of Third Top
African Leader
SALISBURY, South-
e r n Rhodesia — (UPI) —
Police investigated the
death of Paul Mushhone, 35.
the third leading African
nationalist killed in car ac-
cidents during the past few
months.
His: car ran off the S-811s.
hury.Bulawayo Road aid
crashed.
Others killed in similar
crashes were Tichifa Park-
enyatwa and Dondzu Chis.
eza.
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LONG KICK
DETROIT — (UPI) — Milt
Plum kicked a 43-yard field
goal against Los Angeles on
his first attempt in the pro
ranks in his sixth National
Football League season.
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Republican Gains?
The hairline marginal gains Re-
publicans made in the South in the
last election, will be of little avail
to them either on the local or national
scene. There is no reassuring evi-
dence yet that Dixie is truly ready
to swap its unilateral political tradi-
tion for a two-party system.
GOP chieftains are hailing the
spotty gains in that section of the
United States where heretofore the
word "Republican" carried a conno-
tation of unwashed Yankees, as the
long-awaited resurgence of the party.
Republican National Chairman
William E. Miller said that failing a
victory in 1962, the party will have to
look under a rock to get someone to
accept the nomination in 1964. Earlier
in Seattle he had said that the nation
could not remain half socialistic and
half free. Indeed, he added, we had
better win this year or we may never
win again.
The Republican candidates in the
South, the celebrated columnist.
Marquis Childs, reports, with very
few exceptions tried to out-segregate
and out-conservative their Demo-
cratic opponents. In short they seem
bent on trying to become the minority
party of extreme reaction in those
areas where an appeal to the past still
wins votes.
In the North, however, as the elec-
tion just over seems clearly to dem-
onstrate, this will not go down. Un-
fortunately for moderate and liberal
Republicans, what candidates say in
the South can also be heard north of
the Mason and Dixon line.
As in 1960 so once again this year
Richard M. Nixon is the best example
of the effort of the Republican party
to keep to a double standard. At the
climax of the 1960 campaign Nixon
flew to South Carolina and was pho-
tographed on the steps of the state
capitol in the embrace of ardent seg-
regationists. Those photographs were
reproduced in every Republican-
minded newspaper in the North.
What galls Republicans is that the
Democrats do seem to get away with
a double standard. The explanation
may be that, in effect, there are two
Democratic parties, a party of the
North and party of the South.
The political facts of life speak
louder than words and especially in
California. Three Republicans, who
had identified themselves with the
membership of the John Birch So-
ciety, were defeated in their bid for
Congress.
The Republican party needs new
direction and new philosophy. And if
the party leadership continues to
listen to Senator Barry Goldwater
who is now campaining for a place
on the GOP's national ticket in 1964,
it will have written its own obituary.
And the few gains in Dixie will not
rescue the party from oblivion.
Freedom Of The Press
An issue involving freedom of in-
formation has broken the coalition
between Chancellor Adenauer's
Christian Democrats and the free
Democratic Party in Bonn.
There are other angles to the case
of Der Spiegel, a news magazine in
Hamburg, but the fact that it has
aroused such prompt reaction speaks
well for a growing political con-
sciousness and concern for civil liber-
ties in the West German Republic.
The Spiegel case revolves about
an article published on the assertedly
poor showing of West German troops
In a NATO organizational exercise
and on weaknesses of the defense
set-up under Defense Minister Franz
Joseph Strauss.
No one has denied that the rela-
tively new West German military or-
ganization still lacks punch or that
leaks of official information are
rather common in Bonn. But the pub-
lic prosecutor has brought charges of.
treason and bribery after a night raid
on the magazine offices and sudden
arrest of its publisher and five staff
members.
What incenses the smaller party
in the Adenauer coalition is that this
action was set in motion by two sub-
ordinate officers of the government
without notifying Dr. Wolfgang
Stammberger, one of their members
who is minister of justice, until it was
too late to intervene.
The Free Democrats had good rea-
son to demand removal of the un-
dersecretaries and a greater voice in
affairs for which they share responsi-
bility.
The incident 'involves a subject
matter over which older democracies
than the one on the Rhine have their
difficulties. Newspapermen in the
United States were exercised about a
statement by Arthur Sylvester, As-
sistant Secretary for Defense, that the
giving out of news during the Cuban
crisis had been used as a "weapon" in
order that the government might
"speak in one voice."
There are matters of military se-
curity in which secrecy has to be
observed; but there should be con-
stant vigilance against the temptation
to use it to hide what is merely em-
barrassing.
NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
A very refreshing thought was thrown
out by the Rev. James Morris Lawson,
Jr., pastor of Centenary Methodist church
on Mississippi Blvd., last Sunday during
his morning sermon.
Rev. Lawson was explaining the Advent
Season. He said that it had been suggested
by a certain person — or he may have said
a group — nevertheless — that Jesus
Christ's birthday anniversary — Christ-
mas — should be celebrated in December,
by Christians. And it should be observed
in July by persons who utilize His Birth-
day anniversary to exchange gifts enter-
tain and be entertained.
This thought should not be taken lightly
because it is true that we look forward to
December as a month during which we
exceed all limits in acquiring more mer-
chandise than we can afford, eating more
than is healthy for us and drinking more
than is reasonable.
Instead of observing the birthday an-
-niversary of Christ with Christian devo-
tion we celebrate it with feasts and display
of newly acquired wordly loot that would
even embarrass a licentious king.
However, it would appear that if the
observance of Christ's birthday anniver-
sary we advanced to the month of, July,
+
JACKIE ROBINSON
New Order Spotlights
Kennedy's Courage
I THINK THAT our President deserves
a great deal of credit for signing the ex-
ecutive order banning discrimination in
public housing. I have been one of those
constantly criticising him because of his
failure — up to now — to keep a promise
which, during his camprgfi, he indicated
would be one of the first acts he would
take. Now, I have to say in all honesty that
the President has shown courage and it
is heart-warming to note that he has
finally kept his promise.
I believe that Mr. Kennedy's deed is
indicative of the fact that intelligent
political leaders realize that appeasement
of the South will not work and will not
bring success to national political parties.
While Mr. Kennedy knows that he has
alienated many Southerners, I believe he
also knows that he has probably solidified
the Negro vote behind him for the coming
political wars.
Astute Politician
MR. KENNEDY is one of the most astute
politicians who have ever graced the
White House. Lots of us howled loud
and long when he put off signing the
promised Executive Order with the state-
ment that he would wait until such ac-
tion was "in the public interest."
Undoubtedly, there are several factors
which have made our Chief Executive
come to the decision that signing the
Order is now in the public interest. For
one thing, there has been a great deal
of pressure exerted because of the delay.
Secondly, the current international sit-
uation (though seemingly eased at this
writing) enables the President to adopt
some initiatives at this time which might
have aroused more resistance in earlier
days.
Resistance there is, however, as is evi-
dent in the loud and ridiculous protests of
Virginia's Sen. Robertson. The Senator
predicts that property values will decline
all over the nation as a result of the
President's action. This is the age-old
cry of the segregationist who wants to
manitain things as they are,
So Much Hogwash
ALL THE Senator has to do if he is
interested in finding out how misguided
he is — is to look beyond his prejudiced
nose and see the facts.
I can personally attest to the fact that
the business of property values declining
when Negroes move into white neighbor-
hoods is just so much hogwash. Of course,
merchants would have two great days in
a year to capitalize in the observance of
Christ's birthday anniversary, instead of
one as presently.
I might suggest here that we don't
change the date of observing the anniver-
sary of Christ, but we attempt to change
the secularism which has become identi-
fied with the celebration.
I would suggest that we start with the
simple task of "Putting Christ Back Into
Christmas," a slogan started and promoted
by a Methodist minister, the late Rev.
J. W. Golden, who was a member of
Centenary church.
In the meantime Rev. Lawson's sermon
instructed the audience to try to under-
stand that the Advent season is when we
should look forward to the second coming
of Christ Himself.
Rev. Lawson explained: The birth of
Christ was the "coming of God to earth."
During the Advent Season, instructed
Rev. Lawson, "we should pray daily to
commune with God. We should anticipate
the impossible with great expectation."
Instruction given by Rev. Lawson should
not be taken lightly. We should strive to
bit at peace with God and Man instead of
being given to gluttony during the Christ-
mas season.
it does happen -- but usually when it
does, it happens because white people
panic and begin moving out.
When I moved my family into an all-
white community in Stamford, Conn., there
was at first, a flurry of misgivings on the
part of a few whites. But the majority
kept their heads and used their intelligence
and I can tell you now that not only have
a few more Negro families moved into the
area, but also, this area is presently
flourishing with more fine homes being
built.
In fact, a friend, Harry Kramer, the
CBS commentator, who bought a home
from one of the scared families — the only
one — which fled — now tells me he got
the finest deal he has ever made in his
life.
Lesson To Be Learned
I THINK THERE is a lesson to be learn-
ed — by the Negro people and by the
Republican Party — in the President's
resolute action.
Negroes should now understand that
you must apply pressure on political lead-
ers in order to realize those things they
really want. Don't think that a letter to
your Congressman — or a postal card to
the president, a resolution adopted in
your club or church — or even a com-
plaint voiced in a column like ours —
isn't important.
Politicians are sensitive to all these
things. Which leads me to the thought
that I hope the Republican Party and any
leading Republicans who might have ideas
of carrying the national standard will be
sensitive to the fact that there is not go-
ing to be any future in appeasing the
Southern die-hards and hoping, at the same
time, to get any significant support from
the Negro constituency.
GOP And Dixie Hope
THERE ARE some Republicans who
have a gleam in their eye at the prospect
of building their party up in the South.
This is fine — but if they intend to
do it by catering the Dixiecrats and to the
rightist policies of people like Barry
Goldwater — they may as well realize
that this will cost them any chance of
getting the Negro vote, regardless of who
their candidate may be — Mr. Rockefeller,
Mr. Romney or Mr. Scranton.
The Negro has become increasingly
sophisticated about the way he votes and
anyone who doesn't recognize that just
doesn't know the facts of life.
The People Speak
Fight City's Litter
Dear Editor:
Litter! Too much cannot be
said about litter, particularly
on Chicago's southside.
I have noticed, in spite of the
fact that Chicago, big city that
it is, won the award for hav-
ing the cleanest big city,
there is still a great deal of
litter on our streets. Some of
our main thoroughfares look
worse than some alleys.
Apparently the judges for
the cleanest city award did
not visit some of the entrances
to the elevated stations and
our parks, such as Washington
and Jackson.
Was it that city officials
knew company was coming
and cleaned house for a day?
Or did the guides bypass the
Southside and other sections
of the city where they knew
the city would not measure up
..to par.
During the summer months
I noticed that ice cream ven-
dors who stopped in various
neighborhoods didn't help the
situation any. In my block
children and adults alike
bought ice cream and imme-
diately threw the wrappers on
the ground. Containers in the
block went unnoticed.
Last week the city garbage
collectors failed to collect the
garbage. For two weeks the
cans and containers have been
overflowing. We have been in-
structed that we cannot burn
rubbish in the alley.
Yet with 13 privately owned
homes in the block, apparent-
ly the city doesn't feel there
is enough in taxes to render
proper sanitary service to this
block. There are other city
blocks where the residents are
victims of the same thing.
"Help Keep Chicago Clean"
signs are seen all over the
city, but what is the city doing
to encourage the citizens to
carry out the slogan?
Street cleaning trucks in my
block are a novelty. They
come through maybe twice a
; year. But there is a school
across the street and one in
the next block. There are no
curbs and very few automo-
biles parked on the streets
during the day. The street
cleaner could come through
there almost anytime without
posting "no parking signs" a
day in alvance.
It is time that taxpayers in
Chicago wake up, get behind
the city and force them to be
more considerst• about sani-
tation in all part* of the city,
not just a few chosen areas.
Until such time that the
city sees fit to clean our
streets and alleys and keep
them clean, it is up to us es
citizens to keep it as clean as
possible.
We should all be careful not
to throw trash on the ground
or wherever we may be, un-
less it is in the garbage con-
tainers. Most all of the "L."
stations have containers out-
side and inside, so there is no
excuse for litter there.
Marion Smothers
Chicago
a sic OF :.. -
by NAT D. WILLIA S
LEGALIZED "PEEPING TOMS"
It's hard to help people without hurting
them, even when -they need it. It's also
hard to help others without hurting one's
self, unless one is careful. Too many people
fall out prone when they find somebody
helping them. Too many people follow that
dictate of human nature that makes them
quit trying when they have someone else
carrying the load. Too many people are too
quick to conclude that the guy who helps
them is a "square" and a fool ... and pro-
ceed too soon to treat the good Samaritan
like dirt. Too many people kill the goose
that lays the golden egg by "playing him
cheap," as the saying goes. The result of
all these "too many's" is that some honest
and deserving person is hurt ... cut off
the relief rolls because of chislers!
All those notions flashed across the
mental horizon the other day as accounts
were read concerning what's happening to
the relief rolls in West Tennessee. Mrs.
C. Frank Scott, Tennessee State Welfare
Commissioner, is really raisin' a ruckus
in the ranks of social workers in these
parts. She is also causing quite a bit of
concern among" recipients of Aid to De-
pendent Children. Her re-shuffling of top
personnel in the welfare departments of
two West Tennessee counties, . . . Madison
and Shelby... and her publicized program
relative to treatment of persons receiving
ADC checks, is seeping down to the grass-
roots.
And maybe Mrs. Scott is right in what
she is doing. It's a fact that the Aid to
Dependent Children program has fallen
into the classification of a national scandal.
All over people are being led to wonder
about the validity of the program. Too
many women have indicated a willingness
to become "human incubators" to secure
the largess which the program offers. Too
many men are too willing to "live by the
blanket"... sleep overnight and disappear
with the rising sun. The public has a right
to feel that it is being played for a "square"
by conniving women and low-down men.
THE CHECKERS
But there is another side to the matter
that very much concerns others. They are
concerned by who is going to get hurt.
The announcement that there are plans
for a team of roving "after-dark" investi-
gators to police Aid to Dependent Children
concerns them. It is said "the team of in-
vestigators will make night-time checks
on recipients of ADC checks. The group,
composed entirely of men, will make spot
checks throughout the state in a move to
eliminate ADC abuses."
If a man is found in the home of an
ADC recipient, she will be stricken from
the roll ... because a man "indicates a
source of income."
And that's what generates the fears.
The "presence of a man" in a woman's
home does not always indicate a source of
income. Further more, the man could be
a brother, a friend, or even a man ... even
a Negro man ... who is not in the woman's
home for immoral purposes.
The Adea is weak because it is too per-
sonal. Also, the type of man who would
take a job to serve as a "Peeping Tom"
... to report on what a woman with ADC
children is doing after dark, doesn't seem
to be a type that could be reliably ac-
cepted in the matter of reporting on some-
body else's conduct.
It's true that there are women who are
abusing the ADC program. But one wond-
ers what is more important ... Aid to
dependent children, or the saving of a
few dollars. Which is more valuable . . . a
few dollars saved or a gang of children
helped? It's high time that Americans
wake up to the fact that there are a lot
of people who are socially, economically
and every other way, incapable of sustain-
ing themselves in the highly competitive
and too demanding times. The people who
receive Aid To Dependent Children are the
victims of a system of so-called "free
enterprise" which has denied them the
right to "enterprise" . . . other than as
crooks and slickers. The American system
of free enterprise had better wake up
soon and work out some program to make
more Americans self sustaihing . . . if it
is to survive.
WHO WILL SUFFER?
The concern here stems from the fact
that most of the recipients of Aid to De-
pendent Children are Negroes. The concern
here stems from the fact that Negroes are
necessarily the largest number on the re-
lief and other welfare rolls. They are there
because of reasons which are very obvious
to any one has even an elementary know-
ledge of the history of the Negro in the
United States. Negroes are on the relief
and Aid to Dependent Children rolls in
the largest numbers because of w.hat
America did to them in the past. The Aid
to Dependent Children program is regard-
ed by many Negroes as only a just com-
pensation to the offspring of slaves who
were worked to death for nothing.
The ruthless removal of chislers from the
relief rolls may be understandable ...but
the motives for such action spread out
... and cover too many of the deserving
innocent.
The question raised here is based on
the Biblical injunction ..."Judge not that
ye be not judged." And that means, who
shall determine when and what Negro
woman is right ... when she shows up
with an illegitimate child ... when she
meets a man at night ... when she seems
to be a moral parish ... while at the same
time she has never had a chance to he
anything else?
It's a big deal, McNeal. And somebody
had better go slow in the matter of clean-
ing the relief rolls ... before a Greater
Judge determines who's guilty on the ease.
Now, whatchubet!
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Animal Care Key To Giant
Research At Medical Center
By BOB HUNTER
The Univesity of Illi-
nois' $2,250,000 Medical
Research Center, at 1853
W. Polk st., is the pride of
the state—but no one- takes
more pride in the unique facili-
ty than the interracials staff of
"little people" who help make
it tick.
The center, for the most part.
*managed by highly-educatedmassa authority, but at the
grass roots level, qualified Ne-
groes provide the "oil" that
keeps the vast machine run-
ning.
In a day and age when sci-
entists are daily engaged in the
continuing struggle to preserve
and prolong life for both hu-
mans and animals, there is a
need to test life-saving drugs
and study ot&i. medical proced-
ures on living organisms.
The Research Center, stock-
ed with some 10,000 germ-free
animals, provides the base for
the "Therapeutic Plan," which
offers new hope against such
dreaded diseases as leukemia,
capeer and heart trouble. The
care and welfare of the ani-
mals, which are used in experi-
mentation, is the job of 25 Ne-
!frees, is 15 of whom are care-
ken.
‘Ir ARETAKERS
The caretakers are Bennie
Johnson, Robert Calhoun, Her-
schel Turbeville, Para Lee
Smith, Carlos Fonseca, Frank-
lin Williams, Robert Hermon,
Gerard Cabral, Charles Kacz-
marek, Norman Jones, William
Ratcliff, James Richmond, Bil-
ly Carroll, Odell Mitchell and
1 M. R. Cooper.
The foreman of the caretrc-
ers is 46-year-old Odell Mitchell,'
2126 S. Lawndale. He has been
employed at the center for the
past five years. During that
time be has been promoted
twice.
Mitchell is charged with the
task of seeing that the 15 care-
takers under him given proper
are and food to the animals.
checks to see that the
nimals have been correctly
prepared for surgery. Another
part of his job is to train new
animal tenders.
Before taking his present job,
Mitchell, who "always wanted
to work with enimals," was an
employe for Guthman and Corn-
X-RAY CAMERAS enable scientists to see actual digestive processes, heart
action, and other bodily functions as they occur. Adjusting the movie camera
is Art Hesse, supervisor of the research laboratory. Franklin Williams holds
"Popere," who awaits a stomach X-ray.
DR. WILLIAM C. DOLOWY. (left) adminis-
trator of the Medical Research Center of the
University of Illinois, shows culture tubes to
pany, a division of Essex Wire
Corp.
The caretakers' day begins at
8 a.m., with no time allowed for
changing clothes. Mitchell gives
ar.
BABOONS are fed fresh fruit daily in addition to their regular commercial
monkey food. Though regular monkey food is complete in vitamins, the fruit
establishes a rapport between animal caretaker Gerald Cabral, and the
baboon.
—"ow erg
Odell Mitchell (center) and Sallow Arm-
strong, currently working on influenza virus
research.
ithem their assignment for the mals. This takes approximate-
(day and then they check to see ly hours. At 10 a.m. they feed
:if the animals are healthy. 1 the many rats, mice, dogs, rab-
Next, the caretakers proceed 1 bits, cats, chickens, pigeons,
with the watering of the ani-
Calypso Composers Now Sing
Of Trinidad Independence
PORT OF SPAIN, Trini-
dad — "Independence" is
the new inspiration for
composers in Trinidad,
i i th
and plans break down ,
And now everybody gone 1
And so we have no Jamaicans,'
I - and no Grenadians, IINo Barbadians and no Feder-youngest nat on n e i
1
trthplace of rollicking calypso But we have a big celebration 
No racial discrimination
ation Love and understand
, Western Hemisphere a n d
The oft-used phrase that
"everything seems to be going
to the dogs," isn't so at the Re-
search Center. In fact, the aril.
mats "never had it so good"
down on the farm, in a zoo or
even in the most avid pet-fan.
cier's home.
The animals get treatment ac-
to help eluding sterilized food contain.
Offer $1650 In Prizes
ythm. The latest songs ex_ Corning up in the island !No more segregation • •
press a wide range of national
t' ts A proud Independent Nation' care what they say
For one and all Trinidadians We go jump we go play, Don't In 63 Writing Contest
sen
Virtually any subject pro-, We get Independence Day NEW YORK — Talented
vides material for calpysonians,Plans were moving fine 'Chorus
— politics, personalities, the! When Jamaica stab we from Tell them tell them like you Young Negro writers will have
a chance to compete for cashbattle of the sexes. Originally( behind
a form of folk music, in which'Federation bust wide open
current topics were transmit-Rut they want Trinidad to
ted in a memorably rhythmicl bear the burden
way, calypso usually bears This time some Federal Min-
the stamp of spontaneous in-I isters
spiration. Three of the most Only waiting to turn on the
famous songs are "Rum and I pressure
Cola," "Men Smart, Women But no! Trinidad ent nobody's
Smarter" and the immortal' tool
"Tis Love, Love Alone that And we politicians ent no set
Forced King Edward to Leave of fools
the Throne." If no Jamaicans, well is no
Calypso composition reaches Grenadians
a peak of excitement in Janu-lAnd no Barbadians so no Fed-
cry and February, just beforel eration
Carnival. T h e calypsoniansHut we have a big celebration!
sing in music halls, called Every year in the island
"tents" and the composer of For one and all Trinidadian
the calypso to receive the A proud independent nation,
judges' nod on Dimanche Gras
'a crowned king in a Carnival Opposition was strong and the
remony. Successful calypso- fight was long
ns enjoy immense prestige,
and names like Lord Invader,
Mighty Spoiler, Lord Melody
and Mighty Sparrow a r e
known to every Trinidadian.
Tourists in Trinidad are
serenaded with calypso in Port
of Spain's many nightclubs, or
at moonlit beach parties in
neighboring Tohago, the "Rob-
Crusoe" island. Steel-
hand music and limbo dancing,
other Trinidadian innovations
further enliven these gay fi-
estaa
Well of course we didn't plan
It so
But by now everybody know
About the n epen e ce o
A lot of time and bad money
spent
But at long last Trinidad inde-
pendent
But then the fight ent done,
we got to carry on
We got to stick close together
as °one
Discipline, Production, Toler-
ance
And all who ent like that cam
go to France
Like them Jamaicans and them
Grenadians
Them Barbadians we don't
Every Trinidadian get
er
To work hand in hand
Let every nation strive
one another
mad
Independence now for Trini-
dad
Tell them all who don't know
Independence now for Trini-
dad
Trinidad Trinidad yes and
Tobago
Independence now for Trini-
dad.
Verse .
Let the people sing the song
of our Nation
Let your hearts be glad
Independence Day what a big
celebration
Here in Trinidad
All praise to the gallant lead-
ers
We'll go on forever
For your good name and mine
make life sublime
And march on the sands of
time.
Friends and all well wishers
Let we drink to the health of
those who felt
For our olace in the Common-
wealth.
Verse 3.
Since the days of slaves to
the emancipation.
Things of yesteryear
You could hear them say to
Look for West Indians
Almost anywhere
Great names too many to men-
tion
The new Independence ca- want no Federation But cheers to Dr. 
Williams
iyeso was written by Fred,We halm a big celebration For the things we were hoping
Mitchell and its words go: Every year in the island only to be
For one and all Trinidadian Is a living reality.
Verse 4.
What a ElOri0113, day for OUT
I d d f sweet little nation
(hamsters, guinea pigs, and
:usually a few rarer species such
as goats and hogs. The remaind-
or of the day is spent in keep-
ing the area "germ-free."
This is done with the use of
sterilizing equipment, c a ge
washers, rack washers and an
auto-cave.
All caretakers are civil ser-
vice members. The first six
togeth. months of employment are
spent on probation. They are
the rules and regulations of the
University and the caretakers'
union.
According to Mitchell, the big-
gest problem with new em•
ployes is "getting them to
realize that the animals are not
just any old dog, eat or rat,
but a research species. There.
fore, they must be given the
utmost attention."
It is interesting to note that
the doctors who practice, or
experiment on the hearts of the
animals, are then shifted as a
team to the hospital, where they
operate on human beings. "This
is not too alarming," says Dr.
William C. Dolowy, the 34-
year-old administrator of the
center," since dogs are con.
structed on the same basis as
the human body."
The largest animal on the lot
is a female hog, whose weight is
765 pounds. It takes four care-
takers to help walk her. The
smallest animals are white
mice. They have flaming red
eyes.
Integration
Costs Bring Suit
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. —
With the school integration
obstacle now cleared, this
city's elementary school sys-
tem faces another problem —
the cost of integration.
Transfer of numerous pu-
----- 
pits from the predominantly
all-Negro Lincoln school to
other predominantly all-white
schools constituted the first
problem. The transfers were
ordered by a United States Su-
preme Court ruling last year.
The new problem, says Pau
B. Zuber, attorney for the Ne-
gro families who demanded
1
the transfers, is $16.000 which
represents the cost of bus
transportation for the Negro
schoolchildren, who commute
to 11 distant neighborhood
schools and is currently paid
by Negroes. engineering," he added. "And
Atty. Zuber said he would I don't believe in transporting
now seek (in the Federal kids across town. That would
courts) to compel New Roch- be immoral. The problem will
elle to pay this cost. , be solved on an educational
At the same time, Dr. David' basis. I am going after founds-
G. Salten, new superintendent tion grants to help develop
of schools, reported that con- the solution."
tinued operation of Lincoln A major proposal, omitted
School would be both educa-
tionally and economically un-
sound because of the reduced
enrollment.
He added that the school
would be closed in a year and
the remaining students trans-
ferred to other schools.
USED SINCE 18911
Lincoln School has been in .
for the task, Armstrong form-
erly worked in the neurology
department. He attended Lane
College in Jackson, Tenn., Chi-
cago College of Medical Tech-
nology and Northwest College
of Medical Technology.
Armstrong has been employ-
ed at the university since 1953.
He likes the germ-free phase of
the project more than anything
else.
"It is possible to test for
germ - free animals," says
Armstrong, "by testing their
food and water after they have
eaten from the containers."
Pure cultures are used for the
con.stant service since 1898. A special opportunities would
project for a replacement
school on enlarged acreage
costing $1,000,000 has been
scrapped, Dr. Salten said.
become such a symbol of evil
to integrationists that they
"would like to tear it apart
with their hands the way the
French destroyed the Bastile." transportation costs for Ne-•
Lincoln, formerly attended groes would be a small price
by 500 students, now has a to pay 
for proving good faith
total enrollment of only .203— and a 
determination to work '
186 Negroes and 17 whites. out a compromise. But he con- - 'examination.
Another "important" man in Dr. Salten stated that the viding expensive transports. ••
cedes that it could lead to pro- - '
the research setup is Dr. Theo- reason that the school would tion for parochial school stu-
dore Sherrod. Unitil recently, he
was because a very large num-1 The educator added, "We
not be shuttered immediately dents.
time professorship basis. He has
was the only Negro on a full- 
of Negroes would have to: may need to substitute for our ,
been on the staff since 1044, be transferred into the sur-, traditional concept of equal
and now directs the programs
for the graduate students. Dr.
Sherrod, a professor of pharm-
acology, lives with his wife, Jes-
e
v
 a
bA
us
ie
s*
: 
• ,sie, and their son, Theodore jr.,Negroes occupy other ootions at the Research Center
at 500 E. 33rd st. He was born
which are more than just meni- in Alabama and educated at
al. One such person is Bailous the University of Chicago andArmstrong, 36, of 7926 Michigan Illinois U. Dr. Sherrod has won
ave. He is an assistant to Dr. the most "popular professor's"Dolowy.
award on four different oc-
WELL EDUCATED asions, the latest being 1962.
Well educated, Armstrong has ANIMAL TREATMENT
eight years of formal training. ,,Animals are absolutely in-Currently, dispensible," says Dr. Sherrod.he is working with
Dr. Dolowy on a virus project 
"We wouldn't have any of the
concerning influenza in mice,
modern, and very few miracleArmstrong examines the mice
medicines if it were not forfor blood counts and makes them."
strains of their tissues.
Dr. Dolowy and Armstrong
are also hoping to discover the
true cause of cancer. To carry
on their work, they have been
given a grant from the Ameri-
can Cancer Society. If they can
find the virus, then they hope to
find the cure.
protected with job security by Hand picked by Dr. Dolowy
prizes and an expense - paid
trip to New York in the third
annual creative writing con-
test, co-sponsored by the Read-
er's Digest and the United Ne-
gro College Fund,
A total of $1,650 in prizes
for short stories, essays and
poems will be awarded.
Regularly - enrolled under-
graduates of UNCF colleges
are eligible for three prizes
in each category. First place
winners receive $300; second
place, $200; third place, $50.
Entries a r e submitted
through the chairmen of the
English Departments of the
colleges. Each- entry must be
an original work never before
published except in a college
paper and not submitted to
any other national contest.
Short stories must not ex-
ceed 4,000 words, essays must
not exceed 3,000 words; po-
ems must not exceed 60 lines
in any verse form.
The deadline for all entries
is Feb. 25, 1963. They will be
judged by editors of two of
the nation's leading maga-
zines.
Last year's first place win-
ners accepted their awards in
New York City and were fet-
ed by the Reader's Digest and
the College Fund.
Two winners were students
from Nigeria. Alexander G.
Okugo of Bishop College, Dal-
las, who won first prize for
his essay, and Eugene Onu-
kogu of Wiley College, Mar-
shall, winner of the short sto-
ry award.
Sandra Ellen Echols of Ben-
nett College, Greensboro, N. C.
earned a first prize for her
poetry.
ers, stainless steel cages, and
their own nurse and veterin-
arian.
The school, he declared has
-. the development of residences
and parks in the downtown •
core area.
Dr. Salten said paying the .
the experiment now being
experiments in which they are performed on horses, Dr. Bow-
used. Contrary to popular be-
lief, fully 90 per cent of all lab-
oratory animals in the U. S.
never feel the sting of an an-
aesthetic needle.
EXCLUSIVE CLUB
This animal "club" is so ex-
clusive that new arrivals aren't
allowed to mingle with the regu-
lar "guests" until a month's
quarantine assures that they
are free of diseases brought in
from the outside.
While the University of Illi-
nois facility is one of the newest
and finest in the nation, it is
by no means unusual. A new
animal house being olistructed
for similar purpbses at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, for exam-
ple, will not cost approximately
three times, per unit of space,
what it costs to build a new of-
fice building, or seven times
the cost of the same space in
a brand new home.
The elaborate care that goes
into the keeping of these ani-
mals extends as well into the
is explained, will be directly
applicable to the unsolved
problems of human heart func-
tion.
Surgically fitted with elec-
rounding Webster, Washing.
ton, Mayflower, Columbus and
Stephenson schools.
Near the old downtown hub
of the city, these schools al-
ready have heavy Negro en-
rollments.
Of New hochelle's 76.812
residents, 10,000 are Negroes
in the hub area. The new
schools, located among ex-
pensive ranch homes at the
north end of the city had prac-
tically no Negro pupils until
the transfers. Four miles away,
in the south end of the city,
are new high-rent apartments
and schools with few Negroes
except transferees.
New Rochelle has neighbor.
hood-school zones for all the
12,500 pupils except those
from the Lincoln area.
Dr. Salten, who is 49 years
old and came to the $27,000
a year post from suburban
Long Beach, Long Island, says,
"I would need a sanity test if
I had taken this job without
thinking I could solve the Lin-
coln problem."
"But I don't believe in social
by Dr. Salten, calls for the
development of exceptional
educational opportunities in
the spacious old downtown
schools that would attract pu-
pils from the overcrowded
schools of new neighborhoods,
whose parents could afford
transportation. Nearby punils
also would be attracted. The
include advanced programs in
languages, art, music and
drartur.
OTHER DEVELOPMENT
Joined to the plan would be
educational opportunity a new
concept of compensatory op-
portunity. Perhaps to compen-
sate for past injustice, we
should offer some Negro chil-
dren additional services which
will enable them to compete
on equal terms with our other
pupils."
Tuskegee Heart Research
Probes Space-Age Strains
TUSKEGEE, Ala. — Whatitronic equipment attached to -
happens to the heart when: i the heart, the experimental •
(I) an astronaut withstands
the pressure of the earth's
gravitational r .11 in a space
flight blast-off; (2) a track
star runs a race, and (3) a
boxer trains for a bout?
The answers to these ques-
tions are expected to result
from research studies of the
horse heart that are currently
being conducted at the school
of veterinary medicine at Tus-
kegee Institute.
I "In a day of space explora-
tion and spice medicine, it is
important to know more about
bodily functions," said Dr.
Walter Bowie, head of the De-
partment of Physiology and
Pharmacology. "That's why
there are experiments of this
nature on animals."
Researchers from Emory
University, Howard Universi-
ty and Tuskegee have been
working for several months 
"because we plan to deal withto establish a large animal „
cardio - vascular center here. all large animals — not just
"We have the needed fad- domesticated ones."
1:ties and personnel to handle The research team includes:
large animals," said Dr. Bowie, Dr. Bowie; Dr. E. W. Haw-
WORK WITH HORSES thorne, head of the Depart-
ment of Physiology, HowardThe res_arch project involv- 1
es the basic problems of how University: Dr. Gerhard
the hearts of large animals Brecker, chairman of the De-
accomodate strain and adjust 
ti
pertinent of Physiology, Emo- •••••
to stress conditions. Results of ry University; Dr. Raymond
Adams, assistant professor of
surgery and medicine, Tus-
kegee Institute; research per-
sonnel from the Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital and Tus-
kegee veterinary medicine stu-
dents.
horses are subjected to stress
conditions. The telemetric
equipment transmits radio sig-
nals that are translated into
graphs. Data, such as the rate
of blood flow and changes in
the size of the heart, can be
c'etermined from the graphs.
When asked why such large
animals were being used, Dr.
Bowie explained that the at-
tachment of the equipment in
an animal as large as a horse
is easier than in small animals.
The size of a dog's heart is
approximately 6 ounces, while
that of the horse is 9 pounds.
Furthermore, he said, since the
dog's heart is so small and
lightweight, it will not sup-
port heavy instruments.
WANT GIRAFFES
"We are trying to obtain
some giraffes from Washing-
ton Zoo," Dr. Bowie added,
N. J. Brothers Set Peace Corps Example
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Thirty-year-old Daniel Har-
ris, a Tuskegee Institute
alumnus, of Matawan, N.
J., is a Peace Corps volun-
teer on the island of Jamaica,
in the West Indies, while his
younger brother, Joseph hopes
to teach in Nigeria.
Daniel is teaching agricul-
tural skills, biology, and help-
ing Jamaican boys develop
their athletic and camping
At last and at length skills, as Joseph awaits as-
\Fl 
Trinidad and Tobago Another calypso, ca 1 le d 
ow Trinidad, Jamaica and all "Tr' 'dad Inde ndence" was Only hoping that we remem- signment.
the rest of islands
Decided to make one Fedora-
lion
Thlt, something went wrong Verse 1
A proud independent nation.
'"TRINIDAD
INDEPENDENCE"
composed by the "Mighty' her the slogan I Daniel, a five-foot-four, 152
Bomber," C. F. Ryan. Its words Unity is Strength 'Pounder, won more than a
are: Let's say like the Brimming dozen letters at Matawan
River IHigh School where he starred
at football, baseball and track,
in addition to his enviable
scholastic record.
Upon the completion of high
school, he fulfilled his military
obligation by doing a three-
year hitch in the U. S. Marine
Corps.
Daniel entered Tuskegee in
September, 1958 and received
his bachelor of science degree,
with a major in animal hus-
,bandry, in June, 19130. The
,energetic and hard-working
'youngster remained at the
,highly recognized Alabama
school and earned his Mas-
ter's of Science degree in poul-
try breeding.
To stay in school, work was
a necessity with Harris. Dur-
ing his undergraduate days,
he worked as a greenhouse at-
tendant, a horticulturist, and
built flower beds for a num-
ber of campus residents. While
In graduate school, he served
as an organic laboratory as-
sistant and worked as a part-
time herdsman.
Dan Harris carried a whirl-
wind schedule in and out of
school. He has been a Boy
Scout, a Scoutmaster and a
4-H Clubber.
At Providence Baptist
Church in Cliffwood. N. J., he
taught Sunday School, sang in
the choir and assisted with
the Baptist Training Union.
At Tuskegee, Harris was a
member of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity and the varsity
wrestling team. He speaks
French and German.
BROTHER FOLLOWS
Dan's younger brother, Jo-
seph, is following the same
pattern. Joseph, a biology ma-
jor graduate of Maryland State
College, is in a training proj-
ect at New York's Columbia
University for possible selec-
tion to teach in Nigeria. Dan-
iel also took ,his Peace Corps
training at Columbia.
The Harris brothers are ,the
two youngest sons of Joseph *.
Harris, Sr., and Mrs. Eaglet Le
Harris, of Matawan. They hail
two brothers and three sister*.
The brothers are Arlen and
Arvin Harris, and the two sis-
ters are Mesdames Eldiest
Johnson, Cornelius Jones and
Ezella McCarthon.
Like many other parents
whose sons ansl, daiteh ter,: are
participating in i're Peace
Corps' overseas program. Mr
and Mrs. Harris said in a tele-
phone inleview they were
proud and- happy that their
sons ha -'Chosen the Peace
Coma and they feel especially
happy abort it, hei•ause both
enjoy the witik
1
cordedto few sickhumans, in-
Pages
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SOCJEETY
• Merry
• Co-Round
•
• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
%PIP II 6, migisson•ei ,91 • •
Now that Thanksgiving is the institution were the found-
behind us, everyone is caught er's son, A. Maceo Walker,
up-in the hustle and bustle of president of the bank, and his
fan dwindling shopping days family; Jesse H. Turner, cash-
before Christmas. ier and al/ the other officers,
. However, we're not too busy board members and employees
to be cognizant of the fact that of the vigorous and financially
those proverbial gremlins have healthy institution of which
a way of snafuing columns in- the community is indeed proud.
tended for the issues of our VISITING MEMPHIS
newspaper; and such was the Well - know William (Bill)
case week-before-last, when our Womack of Detroit was in town
column did not appear. last week-end visiting his
SOJOURN IN AFRICA mother, Mrs. Womack, and his
One item of interest included
in that column was the very
pretty coffee hour given by
Mrs. Edgar Hakwins, compli-
menting her daughter and son.
in-law William and Andrew-
netts Hawkins, on the eve of
their two-year departure for
a sojourn in Africa
Scores of guests went to the
reception rooms of Metropoli-
tan Baptist church to bid the
genial touple adieu. The table
was resplendent with a beige
linen cloth with Belgian lace.
centered with a handsome sil-
ver branched candlelabra sur-
rounded with masses of red
sister, Mrs. Lillian Jones. We
regret that we did not have the
opportunity to see him, but we
are pleased to know that he is
presently engaged in a research
project in vocational rehabili-
tation, 
Detroit schools are
act under Federal grant, eMoyne student Toa special education pro]-
group.
Specifically, Bill is the Perte Wed Christmasonal skills and academic in-structor and evaluator in the
cooperative demonstration re- Miss Martha Vanoris Jones, oring in elementary education.
search experiment which is
providing unified services to
aid disabled youths in achiev-
ing vocational success.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1962
Thrifty 12 Club
Gives Series Of
Social Affairs
Members of .the Thrifty 121
Social club gave a series of af-
fairs recently. First, club mem-
bers were entertained by Mr.
I and Mrs. Josh Prince at the
Flame restaurant during a
cocktail-dinner.
Next, Mrs. Margaret Whit-
aker entertained for the mem-
bers also at a cocktail-dinner
at the Topper's club.
Last week club members en-
tertained their friends during
an annual party; given for the
benefit of needy families at
,Christmas time.
Plans are being made by the
club to hold its annual "Thank
1YOu" party on Dec. 29 at the
l Eagle. Inc., club, announces
• l'11its. W. L. Martin, club presi-
Lent
roses and yellow and white The very description of the
chrysanthemums. On both ends project gives the impression
of the table were silver tea and that it is a highly skilled task
coffee service sets, interspersed in special education, and to be
with individual trays of pas- sure. Bill is equal to the task,
teries. with his fine academic back-
The following day Bill and ground and long experience in
Andrewnetta took off on a jet sneciel education work with the
fight to New tork where they 99th Pursuit Squadron of the
spent a day, before flying to Air Force during W. W. II, per-
Rome for a three day stay at sonnel director of Ford River
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Duria
Jones, sr., of 1114 S. Wellington
at., will become the bride of
Airman Third Class Rochester
Payne in a ceremony to take
place on Christmas Day at the
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral at she won second place in a
4 p. m. (singing contest • sponsored by
Airman Payne is the son of Universal Life Insurance corn-
Mr. and Mrs. James Payne of pany. She is a member of Mt.
1431 McMillan st., and is Pres-,Olive Cathedral where she
ently stationed at Patrick AFB, sings in the choir and belongs
Fla. to the Henry C. Bunton Circle.
The bride-elect is a sopho-, Airman Payne is a 1961 hon-
more at LeMoyne college maj- or graduate of Booker T. Wash-the Majestic hotel. From there Rouge Plant, and as a teacher ington High school and was athey continued on to Lagos, of problem boys in the Detroit Jones. Ethel J. Perkins andFannie J. Taylor. first place winner in a mathe-Nigeria, to meet the American.public school system. matics contest held at LeMoyneCharles and Evelyn Iles. theirambassador and other mem-! With his brilliant medical college in 1960. He is specializ-bars of the U. S. Consulate doctor wife, the WomacksI daughter Kathy Dianne and+
staff. Then, they were to leave loom high as models of the ris-lhis father, Charles R. Iles, Sr., 
ing in electronics while in serv-
'
for Ibadan, where he will be
associated with the nublic re-
lations staff of the U. S. •In-
formation Service. Accompany-
ing them were their two small
child,.en. who will enjoy the
thrilling experience of living
in the exciting world of the
develorment of a new nation.
PRE-HOLIDAY 'PARTY
The week-end before Thanks.
giving. Mrs. H. Lawton (Ruby)
Jackson entortained the Cotil-
lion Bride Club with a beauti-
ful candlelight dinner - bridge
party at her home. 1806 Hunter,
out Evergreen Gardens way.
The then approaching holiday
cued, decorations in flowers.
tallies that were conversation
nieces — all hand painted, and
dinner tables we-e bright with
the glow of soft light reflecting
from miniature turkey candles.
There were scores of other
FE.,ests. besides the members
• • a
I
DEFENDER
MISS MARTHA V. JONES
mg new image of accomplished motored to Marshall. Texas to
Negro couples. spend the weekend with their Officiating at the nuptial
sister and daughter, Louise Iles ceremony will be Rev. T. C.CHIT CHAT Collins. her husband Paul and Lightfoot, pastor of Mt. Olive.Congratulations to Doctor
C M. outha d B F Mcs; their girls. Paula and Pamela. I A reception for the couple
ay
She is an honor graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
school.
SINGS IN CHOIR
As a member of the Teen-
Town Singers in 1960 and 1961
ice.
Cleave for their testimonial] Louise's friends here will be will be held in the church din-
honors received at the recenti glad to know that she is recov-, big room immediately follow-
dinner which honored them' ering rapidly from recent cur- ing the ceremony.
for service to humanity. Dr.!eery. and returned home from 
Roulhac also volunteered his the hospital the day before'
service in teaching at the Uni-IThankseiving. Their address Church To Holdversity of West Tennessee,: Marshall is 703 South Allen'
where along with the president. blvd. . . . and from all reports, 
the late Dr. M. V. Lynk, and they are now ardent Texans. Tea At Melroseother faculty members, helped having taken residence there I
;shape the lives and careers of where Paul is head basketball
'more than 200 men and women:coach at Wiley College. Collins Chapel CME will 
who graduated from the now' Hamm Stork News concerns present its second annual
extinct school who also have' the arrival of little Charles Mammoth Fellowship Tea in
gone out to serve humanity. 1Robert Graham, Jr., who was the Melrose High School gym-
Mrs. Lawrence Shaw of Chi- born on Nov. 28, to become the nasium on Sunday. Dec. 8,
cago was a pre-holiday visitorl first-born son of Elder and from 4 to 6 p.m., and the pub-
to Memphis, on the occasion of Mrs. C. R. Graham. Little Char- lic is invited.
les has a sister, Avice Graham,the illness of her mother. Her The theme for this year'swho has been anxiously await-son, Harold Shaw, is married
his arrival, just waiting for Tea will be "Carols and Sym-to the former Miss Lily Patric; ing bols of Christmas"
of the club. including Hannah ia Walker. who with his wife'+him to come home from E. H.
"1-f',. h. EstherBrown. Thelma r living in Nashville,ICrumn Hospital so that she Mrs. Catherine Simmons is'
Harris. Almazine Davis and her where he is a student at Me-Van begin her "little nurse" general chairman of the Tea,
sister-in-law, Minnie Davis. harry Medical College. duty. Congratulations to the Mrs. Lucille Anderson, chair-
Grace Collins. Kathryn Thorn- The Memphis Links :happy family, and especially to man of publicity, and Dr. D. S., held:
ton' and enest prize winners,' their regular meeting last Martha, our former co-worker Cunningham, pastor of the
Lola G ll t Manassas High school, church. a m. Burnadine week with Mrs. Johnetta K.
Hohnes and Harriette Walker. Hozay. hostess in absentia, with
Cotillions present were Lar-, her sister - in -law, Harriette'
escenia Cain, Beatrice Johnson,' Walker, doing the hostess hon-
Cora Blackmon, Maggie Colejors.
man, Emogene Wilson and With the approaching holi-
high scorers Mary Roberts,: days, scores of sororities and
Floyd Johnson and Celestine fraternities are holding halt-
Hamblen clav conventions, Alpha Kamm
RANK BIRTHDAY Alpha at the Sheraton Cadil-
The Tai.staie Bank of mem. lac in Detroit: Alpha Phi Al-
phis was elated with pride over Pha in Columbus. Ohio: and '
the 16th anniversary of the Omega Psi Phi at Indianapo-
founding of the bank by, the hs.
late Dr. J. E. Walker last week. Allie Mae Roberts Will head
And, receiving the congratula- the local AKA delegation to
tions of patrons and friends of Detroit, along with Velma Lois
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Cooling
Heating
Refrigeration
MEMPHIS
COMFORT AIR COMPANY. INC.
3705 Southern Avenue
FACTORY CERTIFIED CHRYSLER AIRTEMP
For Soles, Service, or any Heating Problem whether
forced air-steam-hot water, Of any other oil or 90S heet•
ing equipment.
All work guorante•d.prompt, •ffic,ent service
Ph. FA 4-3882 or FA 7-4400
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
Refused, Rej•cted, SR 21 Aulo Liability
insurance....Teenage....Old Timer....Any Driver.
de Site, Vilfh Good Insurance.
OK AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
.1% A gt.:
OK OK OK OK OK OK OT CS Cr( CC
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT, COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946.4411
AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-3311
TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP •
AND SCHOOL
259 N MAIN
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING
CREATIVE AND LATEST STYLES
PERMANENTS SCALP TREATMENTS
Perry 's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Walker Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP
A Complete Beauty Service
Expert Hair Styling
Permanent Tinting
Individual Styling
Lic. Operators
BARBER SHOP
A Complete Service'
4 Barbers
Manicurist
Children's Hair Cuts
We Do All Style's
Riverview PTA In
Membership Drive
Riverview School PTA. is Memphis Singer Wins Top Awardasking all parents friends and
neighbors in the school area to
cooperate with its membership
drive now in progress and end-
ing Dec. 13.
Slogan for the, drive is
"Team work' does it; Team up
today; Join your PTA. The goal
is to add 850 Members, said
Mrs. D. H. Munn, chairman of
the drive. Mrs. C. Mobley is
president of the PTA and Mrs.
E. M. Ogelsby is principal of
the school,
Shane-Rettre Club
Plans Xmas Party
The Shane-Retts Social club
discussed plans for a Christ-
mas Party, drew names to ex-
change gifts, and reported
names of needy families who
would be considered for dona-
tions of Christmas baskets.
These activities took place dur-
ing a meeting at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Felts Johnson,
Jr.. of Beacon Hill at., recently.
Among members attending
were Mesdames Easter Griggs,
Edna Jefferson, Georgia Jones,
Jewell Porter, Jerry Jones,,
Sylvia L. Johnson, Louise A.
Balor, Rebecca Johnson.
Dinner was served following
the meeting. The next meeting
has been scheduled to be held
at the home of Mrs. Georgia
Jones on Hunter st Members
desiring more information
about the meeting should call
Mrs. Jones at EL 7-2554.
CALL
Little John Taxi's
FOR •
Dapendabl• • Courteous Strefc•
JA 5-7734
S.1 Complete Fountain
<‘ SERVICE Cosmetics
li e,* Mode Mhol•
You Molt
Jewelry
550 %N..VANCE
Fast ,
FT" PHARMACYDelivery
Pho IA 6.8712 JA 6-9120
An Explosion
of
Live Ste
A TOTALk
NEWJ IL
A 'le of live steam ex-
plodes, while the rice is
still in its husk, driving
natural vitamins and miner-
als deep into each white
grain. The result is a totally
new rice ... high in food
value with a fresh new
flavor. Try it.
SPECIAL #1
Nationally
dvertised
Brands
111'111 lilt 111 \ 1
Alpha Brawner, gifted young
soprano, is the first of her race!
to win the coveted Concert Art-
ists Guild Award which—en-
titles her to an all-paid recital
at Town Hall where she made
her debut.
A native of Memphis, Miss
Brawner has received an im-
pressive array of awards. She
holds the Marian Anderson
first prize, John Hay Whitney,
Colony Club Award, Mu Phi
Epsilon and was sent by the
State Department to appear in
competition with singers from
all over the world to Interna-
tional Munich Competition in
Munich, Germany.
She studied at Juilliard
School of Music and has signed
a contract for operatic appear-
ances (she was heard in Aida
this season) at City Center.
The Concert Artists Guild
which is presenting Miss
Brawner in cooperation with
Town Hall is in its 11th year
of selecting highly qualified
artists under 35 years of age
for keen competition.
Alpha Brawner is the Sister
I of Dr. Clara Brawner, and the
daughter of the late Dr. and
Mrs. Brawner, all of Memphis.
CRC Professor To
Speak At LeMoyne
"The Existential Correlative
of 20th Century Drama" will
be the subject of Brother Luke
Maurelius, chairman of the
English Department at Chris-
tian Brothers College, when
he speaks at LeMoyne College,
Dec. 14, at 10:30 a. m., in the
lecture hall. He will be the sec-
ond speaker for the college's
English series.
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL 1
GLOBAL TRAVEL
AGENCY, INC.
9 A.M.-6 P.M.—Monday thru Friday
9 A.M.-2 P.M.—Sat.
656 VANCE AVE. PHONE-527-5633 MEMPHIS, TENN.
REATEST SHOE SALE'
EIGHT DAY'S ONLY
Begins Friday-Nov. 30 Thru
Saturday-Dec. 8
LADIES HIGH
and MEDIUM
HEEL DRESS
SHOES
Values to $12.95
NOW
.„.$300 $400
CHILDRENS DRESS and
SPECIAL #2 SCHOOL SHOES
Nationally
Advertised
Brands
Values
to
$8.95
NOW
$194 $277_S362
SPECIAL #3 BOY'S SCHOOL and
Nationally DRESS SHOES
Advertised
Brands Values to $7.95
NOW
glass WI $16.95
NOW
$383
er Pair
SPECIAL #4
Nationally
Advertised Brands
MEN'S DRESS and
WORK SHOES
S417 Short Lots
Every Color - Every Style
'*\*Patents—leathers—Doeskins
Included In Their Sale
ADDED ATTRACTION
TWO PAIRS OF $1 .00 QUALITY SHEER
NYLON HOSE REG. $2.00 VALUE Ad
WITH EVERY PURCHASE OF vv;•, .
SHOES 67' For Two Pair T
(SELF SERVICE SHOE
MARTS
1309 Jackson 2 1"LOCATIONS 2442 ChelseaAt Cloybrook At Hollywood
BOTH STORES OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9
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CO-ETTES AND JAMES MEREDITH — James Meredith,
a student of the University of Mississippi at Oxford, Miss..
was the guest of honor at a luncheon honoring the past
president of the Memphis chapter of Co-Ettes, Inc., recently
and "Miss Co-Etta," and here the members of the chapter
are seen with their guest and sponsor. Seated on floor, from
left, are Misses Wandra Johnson, Brenda Ann Sawyer,
Linda Hargraves, Roger House, Maudette Brownlee, Mae
Brae and Julie Saville. On second row, same order, are
Fifteen Attend Agency
Meet At Universal Life
Fifteen selected staff man- have better growth through
avers from 13 districts attend- better agents, we must have
ed the recent three-day Agen-
S Management Developmentogram in the home office
building of Universal Life In-
surance company recently.
In a foreword to the pro- job of developing."
gram, the agency stated: "You Under the general supervis-
can't have good agents with- ion of H. A. Gilliam, second
out good managers. Field man-
moment is the key job. It is
the job through which the
whole institution of life insur-
mice will progress. If we are to
OPHOLSTERING SPECIALS
• Says Up To 40'.
. • No Down Payment
0 Up to 24 Months to Pay
FREE ESTIMATE, moternils
Shown In Your Morns
ISTOILIE'S
UPHOLSTERY
nv.-.---2563 Poplar 4
Ph FA 7-0744
better management. We can-
not hope for lasting solutions
to our problems of sales, per-
sistency, recruiting or any-
thing else until we do a better
vice president and agency of-
ficer, the training sessions
were conducted by G T. How-
ell, associate.
Attending the Development
program were J D Walker.
little Rock; B. J. Munchus and
L. A. Johnson, Dallas: Johnnie
Allums, Houston: Vernon
Hickman. Fort Worth; August
Dutton. C A Mosley, and F
M. Netter, New Orleans, and
D. C. Ware, Lafayette, La.
Also J. L. Coins. Hatties-
burg, Miss.; F. A. Tolber, Kan-
Misses Priscilla Mare, Erma Lee Laws, sponsor; Jacquelyn
Ann Brodnax. "Miss Co-F:tte" and present president; Mere-
dith, Misses Anne Burford. past president; Sallye Bowman,
Tviyla Mlles, Ricki McGraw, Angela Flowers, Jacquelyn
Young and Lynn Ulen, Standing In rear, from left, are
Misses Culla Harrison, Avar Hurd, Lydia Campbell, Sandra
Taylor, Elice Reece. Carolyn Brandon, Myrna Williams and
Beverly Hooks. (Withers Photo)
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Sorry your scribe was out of
pocket and can't give you first
hand Information on the activ-
ities in Jackson Thanksgiving
weekend, but I understand it
was a most delightful one, es-
pecially for the Perrys and the
Bells. Guests in the home of
Mrs. Perry was her daughter
and family, the Clinton Can-
nadys and Dr. Cannady's sis-
ter-in-law. Mrs. Elizabeth Can-
naciv. They reside in Lansing,
Mich.
Guest of Dr. and Mrs. Bell
was Mrs. Mollie D. Alexander
of Chicago, Ill.
GUESTS FETED
The home of Mrs. Frederick
sas City, Kans.; W. H. Bryant, Mitchell on Hays Ave. was the
Sisreeseppra A. Ric p, j...ettini fOr- a bridge PrtY bon-
tiring the two Mrs. Cannadysson. Baton Rouge, La.; Alex and Mrs. Alexander on Wed-
Harper West Memphis and nesday evening. The tradition-
T. W. Howard, Jackson, Tenn. al Thanksgiving dinner honor-
ing the guests was on Thanks-- -
;giving Day in the home of Mr
t and Mrs. Sidney Perry on
Lane.
A party followed Thanksgiv-
ing night with many Jackson-
ians in the social whirl attend-
ing. Friday. the Bells were
hosts to another dinner in their
home on Hayes with addition-
al invited guests in for a social
affair that evening. So many
were in attendance; it's hard to
begin to name them all. but a
gala evening was certainly en-
joyed.
Saturday evening. Dr. and
Mrs. Cannady and Mrs. Eliza-
beth Cannady were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. James Harris in
their home on Cumberland.
Here, helping them to enioy
the evening were the McKis-
sacks. Miss Edna Roebuck, Mr.
E. Byrd, the Taylor Roebucks,
the Jack Paynes, the Ernest
Goldens, Miss Bertha Conine
and the John Meeks.
The Cannadys ' departure
Saturday night showed that
they had been kent mete busy
during their stay in Jackson.
WALLACE DRESS SHOP
[316 VANCE AVE. EX 11-2465
••e"
11)R CHRISTMAS
 mnanmer
SATURDAY ONLY
USE THIS A
COUPON
•
1 PAIR LADIES PANTIES
FREE
WITH THE PURCHASE
OF A LADIES SLIP
BROOK'S
LAUNDRY
1420 DAVIS ST. lilt 64481
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
_IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
• DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY
"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"
OUT OF TOWN
The Thanksgiving week end
al-ro carried many'Jacksonians
nut of the city as well as your
scribe. St. Louis, Mn., too.
found Mrs. B. C. Lucas and
,on Jerry at home with hus-
band and father, V. J. Lucas.
Off to Nashville to see the
Tenn. State - Ky. State game
and the exciting landing of
"Miss Tennessee State" in heli-
copter were Mr. and Mrs. S.
W. Beasley and daughter. Bar-
bara; Mr. and Mrs. R. L. (Tibbs,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Curry
visiting from Chicam. Ill; and
Charles Hess, Mrs. Fannie Dob-
bins, Miss Marilyn Merriweth-
er and several groups of col-
lege students.
SEMI-CENTENNIAL
During t h e homecoming
celebration, Nov. 18 - 23, three
persons from Jackson, two
alumni and one former student
were among those who were
cited for outstanding work in
their respective fields. Honored
were Mrs. Fannie Dobbins, re-
tired Jeans Supervisor of
Madison Courity; Dr. W. E. Mc-
Kissack, local dentist, both
alumni; and Mrs. Mabel B.
Davis, librarian at South Jack-
son School .who took certifica-
tion courses in Library science
at Tennessee State. She is
presently working toward her
master's Ogres in the same
field at Indiana University.
The citations were presented
dt the Alumni Banouet held in
the J. E. Elliott Cafeteria on
November 23. Our sincere
congratulations go out to the
honorees.
Hostesses tn the lovely social
meeting of the Semper Fedelis
Council on last Tuesday even-
ing were Mesdames Bernice
Lucas and Daisy R. Shaw. The
setting was the spacious club
room at Kyles Kosy Kitchen
Special guests at the meeting
were Mrs. Mollie D. Alexander
of Chicago, Mesdames Vivian
Bell, Rosetta McKissack, Marie
Penn. and your scribe.
Members, attending were
Mesdames Lisle Jones. Emma
Pearson, Faye Greene, Maxine
Stewart, Mable Davik, Jaunette
Beasley. Gladys Davis. Ozielle
Drain, Arminta Marshall and
Miss Jessie L. Brooks.
BROAD EXPERIENCE
With the experience Mrs.
Alexander has had working
with the Federated Clubs in
Chicago and t h e National
Council of Negro Women, of
which she serves as secretary,
she had a wealth of informa-
tion and ideas to bring to the
group.
It was found out that many
were interested in themselves
too as they benefitted from her
experience of having served
as charm consultant on many
occasions. Mrs. Penn, local
president of the Jackson City
Federation, enlightened t h e
group on activities planned for
the State Federation meeting
to be held in Jackson. After
hearing her, everyone seemed
extremely enthusiastic over
the planning and ready to go
to work.
A delicious menu of steak,
tossed salad, green peas, po-
tatoes, hot rolls. apple pie and
coffee topped off the evening.
Off to Dallas, Texas to at-I
tend the annual meeting of thei
Southern Association of Secret
dary Schools and Colleges Is ••
week were Pretident of Lan,
Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, G. I.
Thacker. registrar; Dr. Her
man Stone, Jr., academic dean
and C. N. Berry, principal cr
Merry High School. Last year
Lane College received full
membership by the accrediting
agency of the Southern Assn.
Final Rites For
Mrs. Willie Taylor
Held Saturday
Final rites for Mrs. Willie
E. Taylor, outstanding Mem-
phis civic worker, were held
here last Friday at First Bap-
tist Lauderdale with the pas-
tor, Rev. Henry C. Nabrit de-
livering the eulogy.
Mrs. Taylor, the wife of
nrominent dentist Dr. Cooper
Taylor, died on last Wednes-
day at Collins Chapel hospital.
She had been affiliated with
the Ladies Aid Society. Lydia
Bible Class, t h e Lincoln
League, Memphis Urban
Leasrue. the Ladies Auxiliary
of the National Dental Society,
the Pan-Tennessee Dental As-
sociation. Shelby County Dent-
al Auxiliary. the Women Vot-
ers League, the YWCA. the Hi-
ewtha Art and Social club, and
Federated Women's club.
Only recently Mrs. Taylor
led out in the reunion of acti-
vities. alumni of the now de-
funct West Tennessee Medical
School.
Active pallbearers included
Drs. Vasco Smith, A. B. Carter,
and A. K. Smith, B. C Moore,
Charles Smith and D. H. Ross.
Interment was in Elmwood
cemetery. T. H. Hayes and
Sons Funeral home was in
charge of final arraniemelits.
WITH LINKS AT OPERA — Residents of the Goodwill
Homes were guests of the Links when Boris Goldovsky's
Grand Opera Theater was presented here recently at the
auditorium. Providing for the cultural enrichment of chil-
dren at the home is a community project of the Memphis
chapter of Links, Inc. From left are Misses Emma Barrett,
Co-Ettes Honor Prexy
With 'Miss Co-Ette9
•
The Memphi's Co-Ettes hon- Mr—and Mrs. Allen Hargraves
ored their past president, Anne Sallye June Bowman, daughter
Carolyn Burford, and "Miss Co- of Mrs. J. C. Bowman and the
Ette," Jacquelyn Ann Brod- late Dr. Bowman; Maudette
nax, with a luncheon at the Brownlee, daughter of Mrs.
beautiful ranch home of Mr. George Brownlee and the late
and Mrs. Howard Pinkston, 1581 Mr. Brownlee; Beverly Hooks,
Norris Road. The spacious daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Char-
dwelling was a perfect setting lea A. Hooks; Roger House,
for the smart luncheon, and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
the sub-clebs were lovely foils ert House; Lydia Campbell,
for the beauty of their sur- daughter of Mrs. Samuel Camp-
roundings. bell and the late Mr. Campbell
Special guest at the lunch- Sandra Taylor, daughter of Mr
eon was James H. Meredith and Mrs. James Taylor; Anne
famed student at "Ole Miss." Burford, daughter of 'Mr. and
Mr. Meredith complimented the Mrs. P. J. Burford; Phoebe
young girls for, their choice o Weaver, daughter of Mr. and
club projects, the United Ne- Mrs. Alonzo Weaver; Ricki Mc-
gm College Fund and the Grew, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
NAACP. He also commended J. r McC,raw.
them for aspiring for the better MORE MEMBERS
things of life for themselves Other Co-Ettes are: Mae
their race and mankind. Olivia Byes, daughter of Dr.
Sallye June Bowman wa. and Mrs. James S. Byes; Angela
chairman of the affair and An- Flowers, daughter of Mr. and
gela Flowers was so-chairman. Mrs. Charles Flowers; Carita
The chairman spoke in glow- Harrison, daughster of Mr. and
ing terp.1,e of thg honorees say- Mrs. Elmer Harrison; Aver
ing thaN the pait presider( had Hurd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
given diligently of her time Leon Hurd: Wandra Johnson,
and talent to make the club daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
projects successful. Also. she C. Johnson; Priscilla Marr,
said that "Miss Co-Ette" reigns daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
with dignity, grace and honor. Marr; Twyla Miles, daughter
The honorees were presented of Mrs. Charlesteen Miles and
plaques by the club sponsor. John Miles: Veda Reeves,
Miss Erma Lee Laws, daughter of Mrs. Vera Johnson
Mrs. William T. Brodnax. and Robert Reeves; Julie Sa-
mother of Jacquelyn Brodnax, ville, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
and Miss Jane Johnican. aunt A. F. Saville; Brenda Ann
of Anne Burford, were special Sawyer, daughter of Mrs. 0. S.
guests, as well as Mrs. Marjorie Sawyer and the la*F-Mr. Saw-
I. Ulen. ver; Lynne Millicent Ulen.
THE MEMBERS dmighter of Mrs. Marjorie Iles'
The Memphis Co-Ettes are Ulen and 
Millard A. Ulen; arid
_ Jacquelyn Young, daughter ofJacquelyn Ann Brodnax, pres
ident, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Shaw.
William T. Brodnax; Carolyn Associate member Lavern
Brandon, daughter of Mr. and Branclbn, who is attending St.
Mrs. 0. L. Brandon; Myrna James Catholic School in Grand
Williams, daughter of Mr. and Fork. North Dakota, also at-
Mrs. James D. Williams; Elice tended.
Reese, neice of Mrs. Inez Noyle; She is the daughter of Mr.
Lynda Hargraves, daughter of and Mrs. 0. L. Brandon.
—vier.?
By
MRS. CARLOTTA WATSON
Counselor
B. T. W. High School
MUSING: Most of us become
so adept at fooling ourselves
that even asking ourselves the
question: "Am I saying this to
avoid responsibility?" is no
guarantee. of results. If you find
yourself trying to give proof
upon proof, that you ire not
trying to avoid responsibility,
the chances are that you are.
Shakespeare once had one of
his characters say, "The lady
doth protest too much, me-
thinks." The same is true with
us. Too much of an attempt is
apt to mean that smoke is be-
ing blown to hide the fire.
•••
Dear Mrs. Watson:
I finished high school last
year but it seems that I got of.1
to a bad start. Every job
,
 I
landed, someone seemed to be
leolous of me and would tell
something to' the boas and I
was the one to get fired. Now,
I am on another job. 'I am
working all right, but last
week a fellow who did not
know as much as I did, got a
promotion. He really just got
a break . . he really has no
ability. (could go oh and on
telling you of my troubles • •
but is there anyway' I can get
ahead of these who ere less
able than I am? Sd Sam
Dear Sam:
.-1
'4
.1
Why don't you face reality
while you are young enough
to make a change. See your-
self as you are . . . faults and
all. Many times we excuse our-
selves from any fault to avoid
the pain of looking the truth
squarely in the face. Some ways
of facing facts and thus become
stronger are:
1. Do NOT develop a facility
for making excuses. "In a way,
I am glad I wasn't elected, I
would not have had time for it,
anyway." ... The main trouble
vleth the sweet lemon is that it
encourages inertia. It prevents
one from reaching for better
things.
' 2. Do NOT put the blame
outside yourself ... "This
fellow is jealous of me."
3. Do NOT tell yourself that
It does not matter . . . "Just
one drink does not count."
4. Do NOT tell yourself to
forget it . . . It's unfortunate,
but the past cannot be left be-
hind. One cannot walk out of
the room of one's previous life
and close the door behind /Tim,
thus shutting it off forever. Or
cannot forget. But fortunate
one CAN profit by experitneee
5. Do NOT demean, bell*
and destroy. "When you can't
compare favorably, cut your
competitor down to your size.
Or better still destroy him
completely."
Cleaster Adams and Eva Rivers, Mrs. Mildred Heard, execu-
tive director of (loodu ill Humes: Mrs. Philip Booth, chair-
man of Links' Cultural Enrichment Committee; Miss Juanita
Adams, Nalarine Moore. Willie Dickson and Arthur Davis.
(Withers Photo I
HOME FOR HOLIDAY — Misses Lois Patrick and Maggie
Gibbs, both Fisk university coeds, wasted no time when they
came home for the recent Thanksgiving holiday, and here
they are seen alighting from a jet at Municipal airport. Miss
Patrice, a junior music major, is the daughter of Rev. and-
Mrs. Loyee Patrick of 164 Horn Lake cove. He is pastor of
New Tyler AME church. Miss Gibbs is a Junior art major
and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Gibbs of 3291
Rochester. I Withers l'hoto)
Gives Dinner !
guests were Mrs. Annie Bow-
man, Mrs. Laura Parker. Mrs:
Margaret Pembroke, Mrs. Paul-
:‘,11, :‘1,,i \ Wilii.ini, was thel
hostess at a dinner at her home me Brown, Miss Evelyn Har-
on Latham St., recently. Among bert and Mrs. Elisha Williams.
•
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BOARD MEMBERS AND GUESTS assembled for this pho-
tograph at Tri-State Bank's anniversary celebration last
week. Seated from left are Jesse H. Turner, executive vice
president and cashier; A. Maceo Walker, president of Tri-
State Bank of Memphis. and John Brown, president of
Union Planters National Bank. Standing, same order, are
Dr. W. H. Young, board of Tri-State Bank; City Corn-
VISITING BANKERS from other local banks were present
last Thursday to help Tri-State Bank of Memphis observe
Its 16th anniversary. From left are G. L. Oury, vice presi-
dent. National Bank of Commerce; A. Maceo Walker, presi-
dent, and Jesse H. Turner, cashier and executive vice prfti-
inlasloners James Moore and William Farris, G. L. Oary,
National Bank of Commerce; Robert Wright, director, Tri-
State Bank, E. E. Sanders, National Bank of Commerce:
Nelson Castle, Union Planters Bank; Dr. B. B. Martin, Tri-
State Bank, James IL McCain, Union Planters; Taylor C.
D. Hayes and Dr. R. Q. Venson, directors, Tri-State Bank.
dent, both Tri-State Bank; John Brown, president, Nelson
Castle, vice president, and James R. McCain, Union Plant-
ers National Bank; E. E. Sanders, vice president, National
Bank of Commerce, and Horace L. Chandler, assistant cash-
ier of Tri-State Bank.
BANKERS AND WELL-WISHERS assembled outside of the
Tel-State Bank of Memphis for this photograph after an
opening 18th Anniversary observance inside. From left are
Thomas Willis, Gerald T. Howell, Dr. A. B. Carter, Robert
Ratcliffe, Dr. B. B. Martin, Commissioner William Farris,
Dr. W. H. Young, George W. Lee, Colorado B. Johnson,
Horace Chandler, D. R. Q. Venison, H. A. Gallant, Mrs. A.
M. Walker, Harriette "Candy" Walker, A.. M. Walker, Mc-
Allister Waters, Nelson Castle, Commissioner James meow.
Mrs. Thelma Davidson, John Mown, T. C. D. Hayes.
Roscoe Partee, McCann L. Reid. E. E. Sanders, Jones Wil-
liams, G. L Oury, Jesse H. Turner, Jim Campbell, Joe
Chumbley, Robert Wright and Thaddeus T. Stokes.
THE BUSIEST HOUR of the Tri-State Bank of Memphis' to do business and to register for free prizes the firm is
working week Is on a Friday afternoon, and here the lobby giving away this week. Mark Stansbury
Is shown filled with depositors. Scores came to the bank
fo,.., • dr.„ • _ • •tov(-3,. f).,..ctcfk)(,-10(1/4 ,1/4/fort, 4 fk. ,1b '4*4-bci. cfbalf`•
FREE GIF-1140For Every CHILD
WILL MEET YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY
AREA
Dixie Homes
Klandik• School
Manassas School
Douglas-St. John Church
Binghampton
Orange Mound
LeMo'ynip Gardens
Hamilton High School
Booth Park
Foote Homes
LOCATION
Poplar at Ayers Street
Brown at Alma Street
Manassas at Firestone Blvd.
Chelsea at Brookins St.
Broad at Carpenter Street
Melrose HI-School Playground
Porter at Williams Avenue
Kerr at Wilson Street
Parkway at Texas Street
Mississippi at Lauderdale
.12AX ali
Wednesday Dec. 12
Thursday Dec. 13
Friday Dec. 14
Saturday Dec. 15
Monday Dec. 17
Tuesday Dec. 18
Wednesday Dec. 19
Thursday Dec. 20
Friday Dec. 21
Saturday Dec. 22
6:30-8:00 P.M.
Time Of Each Appearance
You Are Cordially Invited To
Bring Your Children
Sponsored by the
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_ ANGUARD CLUB on at the helm of the Purple
°MOTES
The local Vanguard Club, in
an effort to supply Bluff City
football fans with more college
gridiron action, has matched
ra
ississippi Industrial of Holly
pring and Arkansas AM&N of
ine Bluff in a post season game
turdsy afternoon- in Crump
Alltadium.
4 It will mark the first time in
istory that two all - Negro
earns have played in the con-
troversial stadium. Memphis
State has played interracial
squads there; however, the Ti-
gers don't use them. Profes-
sional teams in the past broke
the color barrier without inci-
dent.
Neither MI nor Arkansas has
leeutstanding records, but the
ame should be an exciting one
ause of their near-identical
1
eeords. MI had a 3-4, whilef1
ip in the tough Southwesth
rkansas compiled a 4-3 slate.
e Mississippians are mem-
rs of the South Central Ath-
tic Conference with the Lions
Pine Bluff holding member-
Conference.
4,.IONS FAVORED
',• Because of a tougher ached-
ale, Arkansas is installed as the
et:point favorites over the MIera. Both teams will haveresentatives that got started
In the local prep league.
SnioN 'IN MIAMI
, Longtime Memphis football
Oficial, E. H. Simon. has been
Picked to referee at the Orange
plossom Classic Saturday after-
boon in the Orange Bowl at
Miami, Florida. The Classic is
r
1e greatest Negro sports at-
action since the East - West
1-Star baseball games used
to till Chicago's Comiskey Park.
! Florida's famed A&M Rat-
tlers are the hosts to Jackson
State College of Mississippi.
the Jake Gaither coached Flor-
ida eleven defeated their op-
ponents in a close game last
year before a crowd in the vi-
cinity of 50,000.
Simon, the dean of Bluff City
officials, will represent the
atouthwest Conference.E MOYNE. STREAKS- - -- •
Coach Jerry Johnson of Le-
Moyne was faced with nothing
but the blues before the cage
season got underway. No one
could blame the native from
Oklahoma now in his fifth sea-
Hear
its
finest!
Wave. Johnson was faced with
losing four starters off last
year's team while only one had
graduated.
Among them were Donald
Gaines, the team's leading
scorer, lost because of the fail-
ure to meet grade points re-
quirements. Donald Nelson o
Cincinnati was dropped bees
of poor grades and Robert Nel-
son withdrew in order to work.
Chester Collins was graduated.
So LeMoyne just went right
out and got off to its best start
in years, with its first victory
over Knoxville College being
the first road victory there
since the two schools have been
playing.
Last Saturday night at Nash-
ville, Fisk was downed 96-91
on a great second half come-
back.
Monroe Currin, sophomore
from Hall, Tenn. (38), Dick
Dumas (freshman from Kan-
sas City-20), and Jamea Gor-
don, sophomore of Louisville
(20), accounted for 78 of the
Mad Magicians scoring total.
LeMoyne opens its home sea-
son against always - tough Ala-
bama State of Montgomery
Saturday night on the Bruce
Hall flbor.
PREP LEAGUE ACTION
The second annual prep
league basketball jamborees
were held last Thursday and
Friday nights at Melrose and
Hamilton gymnasiums. On
Thursday, the combined teams
of Douglass and Melrose edged
Lester and Manassas. 53-46.
Lester led Douglass 22-16 at
the end of the first half, but
Melrose overcame the deficit
by outscoring Manassas 37-24
in the final half.
At Hamilton, the defending
national and state champions,
the Washington Warriors, out-
scored the host Wildcats 39-11,
after Carver and Bertrand bat-
tled to a 25-25 first half stale-
mate.
SYLVANIA.
•
STEREO
Contomporary Styling
SYLVANIA PRESENTS
FM STEREO RADIO!
Enjoy new stereo FM radio
broadcasts over four electroni-
cally balanced speakers! Four-
speed automatic record player,
separate tone control, dual
channel stereo cartridge with
dual sapphire styli. Ample 5-
watt power output. Handsome
mahogany veneer cabinet.
Also in walnut veneer, or Early
American style in maple
veneer.
MODEL SOU
Two ir bast
soostrors, two
4' twootoral
sl" Per Week
• 1st Payment Jan. 1,1963
BOB KING'S
FURNITURE
237 10. COOPIR
THE 1962-62 MAGICIANS — Here are the Magicians of
LeMoyne College for 1962-63. Seated, left to right; Richard
Dumas, 6-3, freshman forward. Kansas City, Kan.: Monroe
Currin. '6-I. sophomore guard, Halls, Tenn: David Gaines.
6-foot, senior guard Detroit (not eligible first semester);
Robert liambric, 6-1, junior guard, Chicago; Jimmy Charle-
ton. 6-3, sophomore forward. Syracuse, N. Y.. and Verties
Sidles. 6-1, junior guard, Memphis. Standing, left to right:
Page 11
Kick-Off, 2 p. m. Saturday
Arkansas-Mississippi
Game Expects To Draw
Crowd To Crump Stadium
A large crowd is expected
to be attracted to Ct ump Sta-
dium when a post-season ben-
efit football game is played
between Arkansas AM&N col-
lege of Pine Suitt, Ark., and
Mississippi Industrial college
of Holly Springs, Miss., Satur-
day, Dec. 8 at 2 p.m.
Arkansas AM&N college has
a 3-5-1 record for the season
in the South West Athletic
conference while MI college
is 4-4 in conference play. Both
teams boast All-Conference
prospects. Jerry Brigance, a
Memphis boy, was All-Confer-
ence guard .at Arkansas for
1961.
Edward Thornton. trainer; Whitney Bankston, 6-3, fresh-
man forward. Memphis; James Gordon. 6-3, sophomore
forward, Louisville, Ky.; Reginald Sykes. 6-3, senior center,
Chicago; Willie lierelon, 6-6, senior forward. Memphis:
Cleophus Owens. 6-1. junior forward. Memphis; Jerome
Wright, 6-5, freshman center. Louisville, Ky., and Reuben
Doggett and Curtis Carter. trainers.
LeMoyne's Magicians To Open Season Here Saturday, Dec. 8
LeMoyne's Magicians usher
in their home season this Sat-
urday night, Dec. 8, taking on
the highly rated Alabama
State quint from Montgomery.
The game, which promises to
be a thriller, will be played
on the Bruce Hall floor start-,
ing at 8.
Despite ineligibilities and
dropouts, LeMoyne will send
one of its finest teams against
the invading Alabamans. The
two veterans on the starting
five were outstanding court-
men last season. James Gor-
don, the sophomore defensive
ace from Louisville, Ky., will
be at one of the forwards, and
Monroe Currin, the elusive
and dazzling sophomore from
Halls, Tenn., will start at one
BTW Tops Horace Mann
In Blues Bowl Game
The Booker T. Washing-
ton Warriors used ball control
tactics to edge previously un-
defeated Horace Mann of Lit-
tle Rock, Arkansas, 18-14,
last Saturday night in the
24th renewal of the Beale
Street Elks-sponsored Blues
Bowl game before over 5,000
fans at Melrose Stadium.
Always a colorful post-
season extravaganza, this
year's game could easily have
decided who is supreme be-
tween the two state powers.
Quarterback Howard Fin-
ley combined his passing
talents with the explosive
running of halfback Eddie
Richards and fullback Oscar
Reed to keep the defense
honest as the Warriors had
complete control of the game
despite a spectacular Horace
Mann pass at the beginnihg
of the third quarter that gave
the visitors a brief 14-12 ad-
vantage.
Finley rifled a shot over
the line to end Harvey Smith
who zig-zagged 60 yards for
a touchdown, with two Mann
defenders in hot pursuit. The
Warriors made the scoring
pitch that came on the third
scrimmage play of the sec-
ond half decisive as both
teams were turned away in
paydirt territory in a hard
knocking defensive battle
waged in the scoreless fourth
quarter.
FLUKE TOUCHDOWN
Horace Mann got on the
scoreboard first when 31. Fin-
ley pass-attempt was ruled
a fumble on the Warriors' 32 
yardline. Linesman Birdo
Charles picked the pigskin
up and scored. Harold Bald-
win. who kicked field goals
consistently before the game,
clearly split the uprights to
give the Tigers a 7-0 lead.
Washington came right
hark with a long sustained
drive of 85 yards, culminated
by a one-yard sneak by Fin-
ley to come within a point.
In the second quarter.
Mann found that the •'"golden
shoes" attlied Reed had a
capable running mate in Rich_
ards, whose, twisting runs
sparked the Warriors their
second touchdown. Richards
got the TD by going off his
own left end for 30 yards
The extra point, responsible
for Washington's only lose in
ten games, again was rn,Issed.
Moments later, the War-
riors were driving for the
Little Rock goal when Billy
Dixon got in the way of a
Finley pass and ran it ha&
45 yards before the thrower
was able to make a saving
tackle on the 20. The half
ended shortly afterwards
when Mann failed to score.
TWO QUICK TD'S
On the first play after the
kickoff, Jim Rouse ran un-
der a long Sid Bryant pass
to shock the Warriors with
a 75-yard touchdown. Bald-
win's Tick put Horace Mann
back in the lead, 14-12.
The margin was shortlived
as the Warriors tallied on
their second play when Fin-
ley hooked up with Smith
for the clinching touchdown.
Both teams had touchdowns
called back. Reed dashed
over for the Warriors, while
Rouse scampered for Mann.
With less than a minute to
go, Washington gambled with
fourth down and short yard-
age on its 35-yard line. They
made it and the players
turned and watched the 'clock
as the fans started the big
countdown that gave the
Warriors their first Blues
Bowl triumph in quite a spell.
The loss was the first in-
flicted against the Little
Rock gridders in three years.
of the guard posts.
All eyes will be on a Le-
Moyne fr4shman, Richard
Dumas, 6-3 guard from Kansas
City, Kan. The lanky Dumas
was All-Sectional last season
at Sumner High in Kansas
City and has proved himself
an excellent shot from beneath
the basket or from the floor.
Another freshman, 6-5 Je-
rome Wright, who was All-
District last season at Cen-
tral High in Louisville, Ky.,
will show considerable
strength at the center post for
LeMoyne.
At least three other men
will see plenty of action at the
other forward post: Willie
Hereton, 6-6 senior of Mem-
phis; Jimmy Charieton, 6-3
sophomore from Syracuse, N.
Y., and Whitney Bankston, 6-
3 freshman from Booker T.
Washington, Memphis.
BTW's Fullback Takes
Top Scoring Honors
Oscar Reed, Booker T. Wash-
ington's bruising fullbac k,
copped the individual scoring
championship in the local pre
league•twhile-leadbeg the Wa
riors to the city championship.
Reed scored in every game,
chalking up 13 touchdowns and
eight extra points.
Len Alexander of Father
Bertrand finished second in the
scoring, 27 points back with
59. Alexander, who played at
both halfback and fullback,
made a strong finish with six
touchdowns in the Thundel -
bolts' last three games.
FINAL STANDINGS
LEAGUE
Team WL TPCT.
Washington 6 1 0 .1157
Douglass 5 2 0 .714
Lester 4 3 0 .571
Bertrand 4 3 0 .571
Carver 4 3 0 .571
Hamilton 3 4 0 .429
Manassas 2 5 0 .286
Melrose 0 7 0 .000
ALL GAMES
Team WL TPCT.
Washington x
Lester
Douglass
Bertrand
Carver
Hamilton
Manassas
10 1 0 .909
6 3 0 .667
5 4 0 .556
4 5 0 .444
4 4 0 .500
3 4 1 .429
3 6 1 .333
Melrose 1 9 0 .100
x-Denotes Blues Bowl victory.
Owen Hornets 'Stung' 91 -86
In First Game Of Season
The Owen college basket,
ball squad opened the season
last Saturday night on its
home campus against the Har-
ris Junior college team of
Meridian, Miss., and were de-
feated by a score of 96 to 86.
Freddie Rhodes poured in
33 points for the Owen team,
but the combined power of I.
Taylor and J. Tillman was too
much.
Members of the Owen team
are Freddie Rhodes, Mt. Pis-
gah; James Weary, Mitchell
Road; Willie Watson and Wil-
son Knox. Mt. Pisgah; Robert
Taylor, Lester; and Robert
Savage, Capleville, all guards.
Foritards are Charles Cab-
bage, Carver; James Watson.
Mt. Pisgah; Billy Higgins, B.
T. Washintton; and Robert
Rudd, Manassas. Centers are
James Williams, a graduate of
Hall High, Alcoa, Tenn., and
Eldridge Miller, of the Shel-
by County Training school.
It is Coach Robert Grider's
first season with the Hornets
who will play 17 games this
year.
The following is a schedule
Of the other 1962-63 games for
Owen college:
Dec. 7—Shorter Jr. college,
Away; Dec. 8—Arkansas Bap-
tist, Away; Jan. 5—Coahoma
Jr. college, Home; Jan, 8—
Arkansas Baptist, Home: Jan.
12 — Coahoma Jr. college,
Away; Jan. 17-01(011mm Jr.
college, Home.
Jan. 26-0kolona Jr. college,
Away; Jan. 29—Harris Jr. col-
lege, Away; Feb. 5—Mary
Holmes college, Home; Feb.
8—Tenn. A&I State, Home;
Feb. 9—T e n n. A&I State,
Home; Feb. 14—Shorter col-
SHAW'S CLEANERS
and LAUNDRY
SERVICE
4 HR. SERVICE WHEN DESIRED
1695 SWIFT
PHO WH 8-5517
Ready to fill in will be
Verties Sailes, junior guard of
Memphis; Cleophus Owens,
junior forward of Memphis;
Robert Hambric, junior for-
ward of Chicago, and Reginald
Sykes, senior center of Chi-
cago.
LeMoyne's second home
game will be in Bruce Hall,
Tuesday night, Dec. 11, against
Lane College of Jackson,
Tenn.
LEADING SCORERS
Player-Team TD pat T
Reed, 0., BTW 13 8 8
Alexander, Bert. 9 5 5
Brown, .S., .Deug. 11,-1 3 •
Jones. Ray, Carver 6 1 37
Wright, C., Lester 5 1 31
Heath, G., Carver 5 0 30
Jones, P.. Doug. 4 o
Carroll, L., Ham. 4 0
Dailey, L., Ham. 3 4
Jackson, J., Carver 3 3
Atlanta Life Starts
Unique Program
To Elect Officers
24
24
22
21
A unique "selective bnying"
program and a four-week con-
test WAS initiated here by the
Memphis Branch of Atlanta
I.ife insurance Company. last
Saturday. The contest is a
production drive 'for the com-
pany. The "selective buying"
is part, of a nation-wide move
by Negroes to boycott busi-
ness firms which discriminate
against Negroes.
The plans were revealed
during a luncheon-meeting at
the Atlanta Life Insurance
company on Beale St., last
Saturday. Guest speaker was
Rev. John W. West, pastor of
Mt. Moriah Baptist church.
Rev. West said "it is impor-
tant that we go up together,
work together as well as pray
together." He added: "we
must obtain our civil right.
We must provide jobs for our-
selves and prepare our sons
and daughters."
George W. Lee, district man-
lege, Home; Feb. 15—Mary
Holmes, Away;; Feb. 20—
Daniel Payne, Home; Feb. 23
—Tenn. A&I State, Away; and
March 1—Daniel Payne, Awe,.
, MRS. GRACE HORNER
In Charge Of
Xmas Program
The 1962 Citizens Yuletide
Revelry, sponsored each year
by the Colored Citizens Coun-
cil, will be presented on Tues-
day night, Dec. 11, at the
Handy Theater on Park.
In charge of the program
will be Mrs. Grace Horner,
vocational guidance director
of the Memphis Urban League.
A former Shelby County
teacher, Mrs. Horner is the
wife of Charles Horner, prin-
cipal of the Walker "tlemen-
tary school.
She belongs to the Alpha
Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi
Beta sorority.
The yuletide show is pre-
sented for the benefit of funds
for the needy at Christmas
time.
ager of the insurance compa-
ny 'aid the contest will cul-
minate with a "Citizen of the
Year" banquet.
Among other guests at the
meeting were Reverends Ed-
ward Johnson, W. J. Neal, W.
C. Jackson, J. E. Kelly' and
J. W. Jones.
REV. MOTHER 'CHRISTIAN
YOU WILL BE HEALED
BY THE TOUCH OF HER HAND
Ar• you sick. suffering? Do you need
help? See MOTHER CHRISTIAN Today
Nether Christian is h•r• for th• very
first that.. Don't classify her with ether
rattlers. Sh• is for superior to than.
Gloss you advice about Ions, affair.. If
you ar• •ick, hav• any problern•, then
don't hositot• to see Moth•r Christian
today. She removes bell lick end evil influences of all kinds. Drive
a little ways fee the help that you need and se. how it pays.
Located between Menem and LaGrange. Tenn., on Highway 57.
Look fee the When ite41 efin ht front of hot house.
Appointment pet twitesrery. Op. a 7 cloy* a week, S A.M. to 10P.M.
ATTENTION, BOWLERS!
Manhattan Bowling Balls
Crown Prince & Swingster Shirts & Blouses
Compl•te Lin• Of Bowling Suppiies & Equipment
Trophi•s For All Occasions
JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY
"Your Bowling Equipment Headquarters."
2975 Lorna, FA 7-5122
The game is sponsored:by
the Vanguard club of Memphis,
a group of sports- and cite-
minded citizens interested' in
bringing more college footfiall
to Memphis. This will be the
second all-Negro game played
in Memphis this season, end
the first time two all-Neiro
teams have played at Cruz:1p
Stadium.
Advance titles can be-pur-
chased at HIP Central THket
Office at Goldsmith's, Crump
Staditim and Paul's Tailoring
Co., 184 Beale at. Admission
is $1.50 for adults and $0.75 for
high sehoot students. Proceeds
-of the gone will be used for
the club's annual charity fund.
Members of, the club plan to
make this an annual affair.
JIM
BEAM
COMPLETING MEDICAL PRO-
gram — Ensign Alvin H. Craw-
lard, a junior at the University
of Tennessee College of Medi-
cine, is nearing the completion
of a 60-day active Clinical
Clerkship Training Program at
Center at Bethesda, Md. The
the National Naval Medical
program introduces the Junior
and senior medical student to
Naval medicine. Crawford
spent his elective duty in field
of obstetrics and gynecology
and WAS cited with superior
rating.
Church To Present
Bazaar On Friday
..1The annual bazaar of the •
Second Congregational church
will be held on Friday night.
Dec. 7, in the parish hall start-
ing at 7, and the public is
invited.
A talent program featuring
the young people of the
church will be presented. Of-
fered at the bazaar will be
fruit, vegetables, nuts and
needlework.
Mrs. Edwin C. Jones is
chairman of the affair. Rev.
J. C. Mickle is pastor of the
church. .
TO ELECT OFFICERS
Officers for a two-year
term, 1963-63, are expected to
be elected during a meeting
of the Shelby County Demo-
cratic club Monday, Dec. 10 at
Ford Union Hall, 1190 Walker
Ave., at 7:30 p.m., announces
the president, Rev. Alexander
Gladney.
Also during the meeting,
reports of the Nov. 6 General
Election, will be heard.
Jesse Bishop is chairman of
the nominating committee.
'MEN AT LAST IT'S HERE'
Thous@ Ma of men today feet
young •nd RIMY up to 75. That
t re.l. weak. rundown feeling may
only be from the need for a sun.
;dement. Try NATUItER own
remedy.
RUMOTEX, A PHYSI-,
CIAN'S FORMULA
Stoney beck It not ea ted otter 3
oodles. QM, 0.00 for a 2 Week
itii0PIY. CAD.. who k n r mossy-
order.
THE RU-MOTEX CO.
239 teat 115th it. Co. Box .
NP. 'York 29 N Y.
LIGHT AS
A WHISPER
GO:109.31 EYES V0311A 100 Proof 0,80 10001
100% Qrsi N ckAhufillos..C:eseear
Mgt.*, •onettarrese. Beim istiiiniCo.,
Jtentelky. JIM BEAM 86 Pry!
.M181081,0104 Wit Bourbon Whiskey. Mines Or
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
21S CENTRAL AT COOPER 6173
MIXED CASES AT A cAse PR CE 
1 
LARGE PARKING AREA ,Azgal
"SHOP CEN L — AND SAYE"
EXCLUSIVELY AT
BEASiEY • JONES • RAGLAND
99 South Main
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At Fowler Center Negro Stars, Bobby Lee Bell And Dave Robinson
ay ERMA J. aza.i. 
have a feeling that' many Named to Look Magazine1962 All-American Team
are not aware of the
aidtivities available at the Fow-
her Community center, located
169 East Crump blvd., which
- geasiiiid Oct. 10, for the benefit
of- the tenants of the newly
efeastructed J. A. Powler Mous-
lag Project and surrounding
Itteltg
:Programs include activities
Or senior citizens, games for
adults, teenagers and boys and
AWL All recreation and enter-
tainment for youngsters is su-
pervised by employees of the
Perk Commission.
Plans to aid needy families
of the area have-boa discussed
by the personnta :the center.
Aid was given te alch families
for Thanksgiving4Day. -
The Memphis PIK romtiiis-
sion invite citizens of the com-
munity, to avail themselves of
the center's facilities as well
as participate in programs.
Director of the center is El-
mer Henderson.
*lams NEW YORK - Negro stars
Bobby Lee Bell of Minnesota
and Dave Robinson of Penn
State were selected to the 1962
Look Magazine All America
football team.
Bell, lone repeater from the
1961 honor team, "not only led
all the tackles, but won the
Outland Trophy, annually
awarded by the Football Writ-
ers Association of America to
the top interior lineman (tac-
kle or guard) of the year," Look
declared in announcing the se- five players from each league
winning All America honors.
Reflecting the upsurge of Pa-
cific Coast football, three play-
all-purpose end: blocker, tack- ers from the Far West were
ler, fluid pass teceiver." , named to the honor squad.
An unorthordox feature of The Football Writers Associ-
this year's 22-Man All America, ation, in picking the 1962 Look
squad was the naming of six l All ,America. followed a prece-
dent set by the late Grantland
Rice and selected a 22-man
team, oo which each player en- Ballard. Guest speaker
Joys 'equal first-string status.
State; Billy Moore, Arkansas: . The team will come to New pected to be S. A. Wilbun, a
Tom Myers, Northwestern, and York to appear on "The To_ local lawyer. Door prizes will
George Mira, Miami (Fla.). night Show," starring Johnny be given.
lections.
Robinson was hailed by the
magazine as exemplifying "the
quarterbacks to the eight back-
field berths: Terry Baker, Ore-
gon State; Glynn Grilling, Mis-
sissippi: Dave Hoppmann, Iowa
Carson,- Thursday, Dec. 13, on
NBC-TV.
The entire squad will be
given specially-designed Lord
Elgin watches at the annual
All America Awards banquet,
to be held in the Sert Ballroom
of the Waldorf-Astoria hotel.
Highlights of the banquet will
be broadcast by sportscaster
Curt Gowdy over NBC Radio's
"Monitor" and by the Armed
Forces Radio Service.
In explaining the selection
of six quarterbacks, Look noted
that the run-pass option play
has forced many coaches to
Position their strongest runner
and passer behind the center.
Consequently, the All America
selectors chose "to fit the best
available eight backs into the
eight spots regardless of what
position they played this year."
Regionally, the Big Ten and
the Southeastern Conference
dominated the balloting with
West Side Club To
Hear Atty. Wilbun
The West Side Civic club is
planning to have its annual pro-
gram Sunday, Dec. 9, at 3 p. m.
at 70 W. Illinois ave., an-
nounces the president James
is ex-
Blame Racist Council For
Harassing Of Ole Miss Editor
OXFORD, Miss. - The
21-year-old woman editor
of the University of Mis-
sissippi's daily newspaper,
is being harassed by cam-
pus extremist groups.
She is Miss Sidna Brower,
editor of the "Mississippian,"
whose editorials urged that
enraged students "go about
their business" and let James
Meredith "go about his.".
Petitions are being circulat-
ed demanding her dismissal
from her post. The student
Senate %Is o "reprimanded"
her.
Observers believe that both
steps were perpetrated by the
White Citizen's Council work-
ing through an organization
called Patriotic American
Youth, which has recently be-
dome active on the campus.
The councils, which hold
great power throughout the
The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
coletta's
TAILORS
129 Beale St.
TUXEDO-RENTALS
FOR THE
HOLIDAY SEASON
JA 5-9395
WAYNE'S
SHOE STORE
"XMAS SPECIAL"
BOYS $599
SHOES And Up
160 BEALE STREET
011
UNCLE SA"
SA YS .
MONEY
TO LOAN !
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
Bargains I,, Unred•wo•d Pledg•s
Shotguns - Com•ros - Diamonds
Radios - J•welry - Clothing
UNCLE SAM'S
PAWN SHOP
.122 BEALE
SALKY-BROTHERS
SPECIAL
Metal Suitcases S395 UP
Foot Lockers s5 up
RADIOS-LUGGAGE
LADIES JEWELRY
122 BEALE ST
JA 7-9646
ZAMEEarriS
PRINTING CO.
"YfiJ?/1 Ne(i/,
.ii(rt :cti Re(n"
Memphis, Tenn.
358 Beale St.
HIGH QUALITY
BERT
- PRICES
DEPT.
STORES
125 BEALE - 1221 THOMAS
MEN'S ALL l'!OOL LADIES FIRST QUALITY
LATEST STYLE 60 GAUGE and SEAMLESS
SUITS HOSE 2Fir
$7 A95 $100
RAGLAN D'S
Sery. Station
382 BEALE STREET
Rd. Service - JA 5-9672
"The Best In
Service And
Quality"
ALL DAY
PARKII1G
ALL WEEK
PARKBIG
250
$100
WEAVER'S FAST CAR
WASHING - EXPERT
1.111INIGATION
Wards On Duty Daily
RAGLAND
& SCOTT
880 E. McLEMORE
"The Best In
Service And
Quality"
ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
HEAVY-DUTY
MECHANIC SERVICE
! WEAVER'S FAST
CAR WASHING
I EXPEAIT LUBRICATION
STUDIO -1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by
ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET
M & H CLEANERS
& HATTERS
151 Beale St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
W. 1-lar• Been In Busln•se 1 5
Y•ors, B•cous• W. Ar• Sp•clol-
lets In Our Field.
Visit M & H BARBER SHOP
shop at
PAPE'S
MEN'S SHOP
FOR HIS XMAS GIFT
PHONE IA 7-6757
159-61 BEALE ST
MEMPHIS 3. TENN.
ELMOR'S
SALE STORE
146 BEALE ST.
"THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL"
IMPORTED SUEDE
FRENCH SHOES
Reg.5995 NOW $6"
Speciata 
Men's OXFORDS
6 to 9.
stylish,
Si...Siz 
Black
 
Pair....
WINDOW SHADES
Whit, and
Colored. 98
Volues up
to MOO.
An Irregulor
Sierra. Each.
Ladies' Dress WALL PAPER
SLIPPERS $144- $1.00 a Roll.Velu•s up toUpto-dat• Pr•tty
Block Only, Patterns
Si... 5t. 10 Pair.. NI Roll 
COUPON SALE
THIS COUPON AND 50e
WILL BUY ANY PAIR OF
LADIES SHOES ON THE
TABLE MARKED $1.00
THIS OFFER GOOD UNTIL
DECEMBER 12th 1962
UATHAN S
N LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET
HARRY'S
DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE
WHERE PRICES ARE RIGHT
205 Beale St.
$12.95
Men's
Dress Pants
SPECIAL PRICE
$5.77
$3.99
Ladies Shoes
Flats-Wedges
SPECIAL PRICE
$2.77
NEED CASH???
FOR XMAS-RENT-
MEDICAL BILLS
ANY AMOUNT LOANED ON
ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
MORRIS'
LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST.
"Small enough to Appreciate
, Your Busln•se"
AMERICAN
LOAN CO.
MONEY TO LOAN
"W• Gietth To Ti,. Lord ond
L•ndeth Te The Poor'.
MONEY LOANED ON ANY
ARTICLE OF VALUE
1_ ,CFNSFD AND BON 0F I,
PAWN FeR E
108 Beale 182 S. main
CORNER MAIN & BEALE
4-aSt‘f
g‘M.00t
St ti\ j
JA 6-9441 ...WH6.5690
Flowers for Al! Occasions
Cut Flowers Daily
Funeral Designs
A Specialty
Mrs. vi,,rvas Slovdes, Prop
TENN.
REGULAR
BAPTIST BOOKSTORE
1963 Standard Sunday School
Commentary. ... •42.95
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday School
Commentary S2.95
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pocket Si.. Points for Errophoels
345 BEALE STREET
Phew JA 7-4732'
Re,. C. M. LEE, Owner
state, pwvide a rallying point
for segregationist ideals and
are thought to favor the use
of mob violence to rid the uni-
versity's campus of Meredith.
BID FOR PEACE
Though the newspaper did
not laud Mr. Meredith's ad-
mission to the university,
which followed a night of riot-
ing in which two persons were
killed and scores injured, Miss
Brower received national rec-
ognition for her editiorals urg-
ing the return of peace to the
Campus.
Miss Bower said she believ-
ed the current campaign stem-
med, not from her editorials
but from another editorial she
wrote a few weeks ago in
which she attacked the ran-
sacking of the dormitory room
of two students who had dined
with Meredith in the campus
cafeteria.
Her editorial said that each
student had the right to choose
his own dinner partner. She
added that violence could not
be tolerated at-the university.
Mrs. Brower believes that
only a few students seek her
ouster and their actions have
already led to a few unpleas-
CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET
MONEY LOANED ON ALL
ARTICLES OF VALUE
Al/ Business Confidehtial
SPECIAL
DIA!lONI) 995
BRIDAL sET 4
14 kt. Gold UP
ant episodes. Her parents, who
reside in Memphis, have re-
ceived threatening telephone
calls. At a recent fraternity
party, Mrs. Brower said she
was called a foul name.
She can be ousted from her
editorship, to which she was
elected last spring, only by the
publications committee, which
is composed of six faculty
members and three students.
Hclwever, it is virtually im-
possible that this committee
would take such action.
,Miss Brower said her father
who at one time advised her
not to get "too involved" in
the Meredith matter, h a s
changed his advice to "Don't
give up."
She will graduate in June
and has already been awarded
an internship as a reporter by
the Scripps-Howard Newspa-
pers.
She plans to use it on the
New York World
-Telegram
and Sun.
Notice
Major Grid
Award Goes
To Florida
WASHINGTON, D. C. -
The "Rattlers" of Florida A &
M University, Tallahassee, un-
beaten in the 1962 football
season, have been named re-
cipients of the W. A. Scott, n,
Memorial Trophy, annual
championship award of The
100 Per Cent Wrong Club of
Atlanta.
According to Dr. A. L.
Thompson, Club president, the
"Rattlers" will be honored in
Atlanta on February 1, at
which time, the 100 Per Cent-
ers will hold their 28th annual
All-Sports Jamboree and sa-
lute a number of outstanding
1962 sports figures.
FAMU will meet second-
ranked Jackson State College
of Mississippi in the 30th an-
nual Orange Blossom Classic
at Miami on Saturday, Dec. 8
However, the 100 Per Cent NEWLY REMODELED
3 - BEDROOM - L. R. 
-group does not consider the Bath - 1158 Gausco - PHONKITCHENE:
classic, hosted annually by the WH 2-5537
"Rattlers," as a regular season
game. So far in 1962, each of
the teams has played nine
games and Florida has scored
378 points to 48 for its op-
ponents. Jackson's record is
337 to 82. Amer
Coach A. S. "Jake" Gaither's
"Rattlers" have been named
the nation's No. 1 AP small
college team for 1962, while I
UPI rates the team second to
Mississippi Southern. Unde-
feated in the last two seasons,
Florida has captured the Scott
Trophy in five of the eleven
years that it has been in com-
petition.
PUBLIC NOTI4
AMERICAN CLAIM ND.Il'sTEEF,
MUST LIQUIDATE AT once several
carload lots of bankrupt fnerchandiae.15c on the $1.00, all merchandise
100 per cent new and guaranteed.
Including Watches, Toys, boumehold
appliance., tool., heavy equipment. and
CU t Items. Dealers and public Invited.
Inspection of merchandise at 2621 Westlilt, St Lae Angelo. 57. Cal.. or write
to mall division same addreas for bul-
letin regarding disrinsition of sale, items
offered and price list to Order through
Situation Wanted
1 HAVE CUBAN COM VORTARIA
hums Weddell asethete date& •
60 k %MIS la %Me. Oad 011117081.
AW-hirl-T TYPING 174-111
Iteeeleees sued Wears. for estimate
ash 94160698.
raivaiz PARTY WOULD LIRE TA
ourrebano • hems tier le Ms 'sedi-
tion. Cell aArlaew 6-11.191.
EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIAN!
wants Rob as shampooer in white
shop or as seamatress IA 3.2664
IMPORTANT NOTICE!
The nominating committee of the
NAACP will make it, report Cl the
regular branch meeting Sunday,
November 25th. 4 p.m.. Mount
Olive C.M.E. Church. Linden &
Lauderdale
Furn, For Sale
Fort El•I
Reautifol Walnut finlahed, Spinet
type Plane.
9$4 Nn. Miewird.
2 PIECES KROELER LIVING ROOM
Suite. Excellent condition. $4900
Call BR 2-2276.
WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
DITION.
Also. Any Make Clock Repaired
Will Pick UP And Deliver
J A. Hickey PH: EX 7.8742
Help Wanted
RACUIDALX 1111PLO5 •NT
Lie. Beanie Wester to Work ID
White Beauty atop
Maid Comb $25 wk.
Mon Order Cook 820 AP
Maid. - Cook 
JA 1-4$1.
WOMAN 1111051RES JOB AS MAIIJ OR
baby-sitter Sive day. a week. Call:
6-4581
Wtnitu L1X2 WORK AS COMMON
Ironer or keep children.
Call: Wel 8-2151.
Homeworkers Wanted:
We will &end you the complete names
and addtesses of 50 U.S. firms that
mime WANTED:
WE NEED EXP. MEN OR WOMEN
high school ed. to be able to ma
age and supeivise men and we
to work at selling fthnitiu• In field
and Mil hence,. Call FA 4-7151.
Midtown Furniture Company
BABY SUMER:
Woman Realise Job as babe sitter or
to nines elder man or woman - would
like to work nights. CII 275 6425
URGENTLY NEED HOMEWORKERR
for only 25c postpaid, Rush your
name, address. and 25e today to
FARMER 2103'S Filth Ave. New Yolk
10, N.Y.
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis minket.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE DEFENDS4
238 South Wellington Street
Memphis. Tenn.
Business Services
BARBY:CLAKE FISHING ALL DAY
50 cents. - Horse back riding $1 00hr. 50 cents IA hr. - BIOS 14 or nfake Rd. . kiX 8-1068.
LAWN GARDEN 116.11414:E
Rotted liullc rotted ftwduirt, barn-yard fertiiirer: alao Public Hauling.Call J. .I. McNeil, JA 7.91185 - 681Josephine St.
PI AN O, VOICE AND CHARM
chime. Private or groups. Special
rate to school children. Z. Lois King.1618 South Parkway East, Who.-
275-0435
DRESSMAKER - QUICK SERVICE
HMIs Barbee 5108 Horn Lake Rd.
Call EX 8-1088
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
that you would like Installed wallin mull or cleaned. cull Rob miller
1-1 free #1,11111,1I, S 07112
Apts. For Rent
FURNISHED ROOM WITH HALF-bath-water W lights furnished PhoneBR 5-7124.
3 ROOM APARTMENT $45.00 PER
month. Rename couple with children
wanted. WHItehall 6-6594.
Check Cur Ads Daily
r on, ; -.84-1
KOEN'S
CLEANERS
PE
IN
PM1191,,.
363 Beni. St.. MeraOhis, Teo,
Housing Order
'Long Over Due'
Says League
NEW YORK - The long-
awaited "stroke of a pen,"
whereby President Kennedy,
by Executive Order "Equal
Opportunity in Housing,"
struck down discrimination in
federally _ aided housing, drew
both commendation and a pro-
visional reminder from the Ur-
ban League.
The reminder, as noted by
Whitney M. Young, Jr., execu-
tive director of the National
Urban League, in commenting
on the Presidential action,
suggested the action be viewed
primarily as "a long over-due
launching base for new, ex-
citing and dispassionate"
drives toward a solution of the
nation's housing complexities.
Young expressed regret that
provisions of the Order do
not cover the government -
insured savings program. This,
it was pointed out, excludes
extensive funds now under
government insurances which
can be used for conventional
mortgage loans.
! Your Shopping
A lways Good
At Beale Street
Shopping Center
Walker PTA To
Present A Skit
Instructions
ATTEN11
WARE'S BIBLE CLASSES
541 Vance It,
Every Mondsy Night
Free Enrollment
For Sale Misc.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N.
Highway
shown by
Gibbs, Jr
Germantown Road north of
61 or. EltendaX can be
owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I.19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Comfortable. Modern Furniture,
Privet* Beth - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers ..
Weakly Rates: $5 - $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ft. -
Dieing - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA, Rating.
3. Regulation Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Seaton with
1200 sealing capacity - For Leagues. tournaments, Compote's'
Matches, Cl  - losing - Community Programs
4. 7-Largo Club Rooms: Club Meetings - Classes - Forums -
Conferepcos - Teas - Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES 
$7 - $10 -$25
A Christmas skit will be
featured when the Walker
Avenue School of 995 S. Lau-
derdale holds its PTA meeting,
Dec. 6, 1962, at 7:30 p.m. It
will be directed by Mrs. Ber-
nice Harris. The Walker
Avenue School Chorus will
sing two songs. •
The meeting will end the
P.T.A. membership drive. The
winning class will be an-
nounced.
Mrs. Valerie Fifer is the
president. Charles J. Pattron
is the principal.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT 4-
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to slay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have ypu lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragetlic
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
HELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
Just as she would road an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MA HA 111 BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over !Missis-
sippi State Line on the Way to Hernando. Her home
ix 2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside ik
the DeSuln Motel. Be sou c to look for the BED
DOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus to:liked Whitehaven Slate Line
and get off at State line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in Weat Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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